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EDITORIAL 
INSIDE WELFARE 
What nfiotivates certain people to put their own 
welfare and career prospects at risk in order to 
help others less fortunate than themselves? 
In particular, we're thinking of a newly-formed 
group calling itself INSIDE WELFARE. Thestud-
ents, and others, in this group have already played 
an active role in the Karen Duncan case (see "Sex-
ism in Welfare", Senaper Issue 4). 
It isn't easy to lay one's prospective career on 
the line by taking part in a demonstration (espec-
ially when one considers the risk of being arrested} 
yet one social work staff member was heard to 
say that students involved were "political fronts" 
and "deserved what they got". 
Sad comments indeedl Someone has to try 
to straighten out the messed up systems on this 
sad old planet, so why not give moral support, 
rather than condemnation, to those who care 
enough to do something. 
ABORTION 
Last Thursday at Mayne Hall, the campus abor-
tion debate continued. 
Both sides won. The pro-abortionjsts talked 
to their converted, the anti-abortionists talked to 
their converted, and the rest stayed away. In 
other words, the status quo stayed static. 
Incidentally, polling on the abortion referenda 
closes at 4pm on Friday the 18th April. See you 
there. 
GIVE BLOOD 
In case you miss our prize-winning ad in this 
Semper, the Blood Bank will be on campus from 
April 30th until May 2nd to accept donations 
(of blood). Give! 
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MEDICAL BENEFITS WHERE ARE THE PACIFISTS 
Dear Editor, 
CaroUne Mann In her article "Medibank -
here are the tme facU" (S.F. April 4 1975) 
says of the directors of M.B.F, "How can 
these people be interested fai the health caie 
of people when they are more concerned a-
bout the profiu M.B.F. makes?????" 
Is this fact? - Is Ms Jones aware that no 
director of M.BP. leceives any payment for 
his service as sudi? - Is Ms Jones aware that 
if any year M.B.F.'s revenue exceeds its ex-
penditure that the excess is not distributed 
to ^leholders (by any name) but retained 
in the reserves of the Fund? 
In other voids the M.B,F. is, like the 
U.Q.U. a non-piont organization - ' as mem-
bers of the executive of U.Q.U. are paid, it 
foUows from the reasoning of Ms Jones that 
they must be even less interested in the wel-
fare of their members than the directors of 
M.B.F. are hi the welfare of theirs. 
ILS. Giegoiy 
PREMIER'S ARTICLE 
y 
Dear Semper, 
I enjoyed the hitervicw with 
the Premier contained on the miaodot 
(3rd issue) and while acknowledging that 
he made some valid points, I must disagree 
with the remarks made atwut Mr Whitlam. 
State/Federal relations have been strauied 
in recent years and I feel that the Premier 
is not helphig matters any by making such 
remarks. 
A Govemment Student 
LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT 
Deal Editor, 
I write concerning the rather contentious 
Issue of the hnposition of compulsory foreign 
language studies for Arts facuig students, 
having not previously attahied matiiculatfon 
level in such. 
I am currently enrolled in hitroductory 
Frpndi for the sake of this outdated tradition-
alism. I find that ahnost all students in my 
class are simUarly compelled and there is con-
siderable resentment 
The "excuses" usually given for tliis rule 
run along the lines of stereotypes such as it , ' 
being "a good discipUne", "good for the 
soul", or' 'mabitalning the standard of the 
d^ee". I find this leasonhig rather pathetic 
and certainly invalid. I contend that in most . 
cases compelled language studies are inele-
vant to other subjects studied, and actually 
impede by the time taken and obvious re* 
strictions imposed on studying a more per-
• tinent or hiteresting subject in its stead... 
Even if language studies were relevant a 
compulsion of this kind I consider a violat-
k>n of my rights, and a personal hisult. I the-
refore contend and submit that this rule be 
removed, or at least an enlightened enquiry 
be conducted into the justification ofits 
maintenance. For the present I requ<!st that 
students seeking exception to this rule be 
granted such. 
Perserverance may be virtuous, but as foie-
stated it holds no relevance to-other subjects. 
I feel justified hi seeUng this exception and in 
requesthig review. Further should roy request 
be denied I seek explanation and the making 
public the reasons. 
Copies to A.U.S. convenor, the Regbtrar, 
President Unfon of Students, and Dean of the 
Arts Faculty. 
YoutsfiithftiUy, 
Ken Lees. 
DYLAN AND HOMO-
SEXUALTY 
The Editor, ' ... „ . 
I protest your calUng Dylan a 
homosexual. It seemi ludicrous to label 
hhn this when he has five or sbc child-
ren. I am furious that you have sland-
ered one of my favourite artists 
M.Il«tIow 
Bibl,baby,btbL ED. 
Dear Editor, 
Considering the" recent acts of violence and 
the resultant mass human suffering ui Vietnam 
and Cambodia, I am astounded at the appaUing 
lack of protest against such atrocities. Where 
have all the Vpadfists" gone? Where arc the 
thousands of moratorium marchers of a few 
yean ago? One is left"with the sickenfaig feel-
hig that much ofthe anti-war "noise" made 
hi the past was motivated by mere pohtical 
bias. Are so many of those who protested ag-
ahist American bombhig silent, because it b 
now the Wtcong and Khmer Rouge (fund-
ed by CWnese impcriaUsm) viho are on the 
offensive? Surely, if they were truly pacifist, 
they would be protesting against war, no 
matter who was responsible, if there are any 
true pacifists on campus, let them raise their 
voices hi protest against the violence and pol-
itical greed which has caused one of the big-
gest migrations of refugees the world has 
J. Upham, 
Med.l 
SMOKERS REPLY 
The Editor, 
With reference to the article 
"Life Ul a Smoke-filled Room" (Issue 3). 
I was horrified to learn that non-smokers 
in a room with smokers consume a certam 
number of cigarettes by merely being m 
the same room. 
As a smoker I must protest at this par- . 
asitlc behaviour. Cigarettes are an expensive 
commodity and I deplore people who bum 
smokes. Why don't all those non-smokers 
buy their ovm instead of hisidiously bum< 
ming them. 
John Andrew 
THE SPECTRE OF 
"THE RIGHT TO LIFE" 
Dear Editor, 
Varghese and Towler (Semper Floreat, 
4 April, 1975) diahn a calm and rational 
perqiective on the abortkin issue. Their argu-
ment hi fiEtct could not be more irratfonal and 
exposes the total bankruptcy of their positioiL 
Theii case rests on the fundamental pouit 
of morality and humam'ty'which according 
to the unique logic demonstrated by the aut-
hors, hnpUes that abortion is solely a 'person-
al' and not a social issue. 'MoraUty' and 'hum-
anity' are thus concept reducible to the pei-
sonal. This is a fundamental misconception. 
Morality is socially detemdned, it refers to 
a system of beUefs deaUng with what is right 
or wrong and this changes hi human histoiy 
accorduig to the needs of a particular socie-
ty. There is nothing personal as such hi mor-
aUty. Moral values are internalized by the 
individual but are not of the individual The 
hnportance of Varghese and Towlei's use of 
these concepts is that as abstiactlqns they 
are faiVdced as univeisal notions, transcend-
ing thne and space and thus do not requhe 
qwcificity. Aboition therefore, does not 
have to be examhied within this society but 
is seen as an etemal 'wrong' - no analysis-
is lequiied when one can appeal to the uni-
veisal. Vaighese and Towler's abstiactfen rea-
ches its gieatest absunUty when they are able 
to divorce abortion from women - "unUke 
the position of women hi AustiaUa the ques-
tion of abortion remains a personal issue", 
the former is seen as a social issue but the lat-
ter is purely personaL 
In arguing tho case f<H hivolvement in the 
abortion issue they argue the case for the Un-
ion's neutiality. hi a society where legidatlon 
exists expressly opposed to aboition, the stand 
of neutrality is one of tacit support fot that 
le^slatkin. Vaighese and Towler lecognise 
this. All their aiguments are oveit oi covert 
af Qimations of the status quo. Howevei theii 
defhmce of elementaiy lavn of logic senes to 
obscure this as their real position. Ilwy see 
abortfcin as a ^isonal' and 'moral' question 
thiott^out. However for the convenience of 
their illoglc they firstly represent the oppres-
sion.of blacks hi South Africa, genocide In 
^tnam.etc; as social, poUtical and exploit-
ative questions, tb differentiate them bom the 
questkin of aboition, and tiwn later hi an at-
tempt to weld the stiuggle against abortion 
with that (^ the ttiugglei agahist Vietnam and 
Vorstei's South Africa etc; they pose these 
struggles in the very same universaUy applied 
moral context. Theh aigument is hivaUd even 
on the level of hitemal oondstency - it can-
not be taken seriously. 
By fdUng tb examhie the issue of abor-
tion hi its ^cif ic socdal context, that of pat-
riarchal capitaUsm, Vaighese and Towlei ig-
nore the sex and dass divisions which perv-
ade our sodety. Tbey consequently faU to ex-
amine abortion is the Ught of the oppression 
of women; of their iolegation to motherhood 
and the home, the lack of 24 hour diild care 
fadUties, the repression of female sexuaUty, 
and the lack of contraception advice and sex 
education. It is hiteresting to note that hi 
tiieir eyes whilst blacks are oppressed, "wo-
men have a position." 
The reproduction of the human spedes 
is not only a biol<«ical process but necess-
arily takes place witiiin a set of social rela-
tions. Women have been historicaUy defmed 
as wives and motiiers - tiieir oppression Ues 
to a large extent ui tiieii Uves behig dstermhi-
ed by tiiese social roles. It is obvious tiiat if 
women aie to have any control over tiieir Uv-
es it is necessary for them to determine when 
and hi what circumstances they wUl bear chU-
dren. Feminists do not see the right ofwom-
en to abortion on demand as the' 'ultunate 
statement of female freedom" as misoguiists 
' Varghese and Towler have put it, but ratiier 
an essential precondition for women to be 
able to work towards that freedom. If wom-
en are to be able to partidpate on an equal 
basis witii men even hi the Umited terms of 
tills sodety it is obvious tiiat they must det-
ermfae whether or not tiiey bear children. 
Further it is necessaiy that theur loles as the 
sole privatised nurtureis of chUdien be over-
come. To this end 24 hour chfld care centres 
and tiie right of women to work must be 
fought foi. However the question of abor-
tion on demand, whilst bemg viewed hi a 
mudi wider perspective as an faitial step to-
wards freehig women ficom theh enslavement 
to particular sodal roles, must also be affum-
ed as an absolute good hi response to Vargh-
ese and Towler's posithig of it asa unWersal 
evfl, but to assert tiie ri^it of people to con-
trol their own Uves, foi women this hidudes 
the rigfht to aboition on demand. 
The question of 'abortion on demand' 
tiierefore does relate directiy to flie oppres-
sion of vromen and any arguments which at-, 
tempt to obscure this are hi fact poUUcal 
statements against the right of women to 
have a veiy basic oontiol over their exist-
ence. Thus Towler and Vaighese in deny-
hig women that right are aUgning tiiemsel-
ves with the foices of oppresdon and reao-
' tion latiiei than some neutral call to consc-
ience which they espouse as theii position. 
To place the struggle agahist abortion on 
the same level as tite stiuggle agahist Nixon 
Thieu and Voistei, is an hitoleiable distort-
ion of reality, to representhig these rtrug-
gles against US hnpeiialism and monopoly 
capitaUsm as the just cause of aU "humane 
progressives' they attempt once agahi to ig-
nore the political nature'of tiiese stmggles, 
ignore any sort of analysis of sodety whic^ 
might hnply a per^ctive foi change. To V 
and T tiic worid is ultimately chaotic and we, 
poor isolated hidividuals beset witii uiexpUc-
able piobtoms can only reply with caUs foi 
justice, humanity, moiaUty, etcl 
What Qiey put foiwaid is hi fact the ex-
act opposite of iMllty. The stiuggle for ab-
ortion on demand is tiie same stiuggle as 
the stiuggle agahist Nbcon, Voistei etc. To 
defhe It by its negation it Ls the stiuggle ag-
ahist tiie foices of capital, the existing sodal 
relations whic^ oppress women, blacks in 
Soutii Africa and the Vietnamese people. 
Ultimately then, theii confused argum-
ents are reducible to their hicapadty to ana-
lyse 01 vie* the wotld as beh^ anythhig more 
than an incomprehensible phenomena. They 
can also be seen as an attempt to constiud 
a rationale, albeit it a veiy poot one foi tiie 
non hivolvement of the Students Union hi 
contidvetsial issues, certahUy for opposition 
to the unkin'taking tiie initiative and hivolv-
iqg students hi a real way, tiuough activity, 
hi the major issues of the day. 
Rosalind Innes, 
MidielThompion 
PLEASE KEEP YOUR 
LETTERS SHORT AND 
TO THE POINT AS THIS 
WILL ENABLE US TO * 
USE MORE EACH ISSUE. 
POLL TAX 
Students who are renting houses 
would do well to keep a close eye on 
the activities of Mr Hinze "the people's 
champion" who is pushing for the in-
stigation of a poll tax which would be 
levied by the City Council on people 
renting houses. 
The consequence of this tax would 
mean increased expenses for many stu-
dents. D 
POLICEMEN ON CAMPUS 
Don't be alarmed if you are sudden-
ly confronted by the vision of groups of 
uniformed policemen on campus in the 
next few weeks. They are not a figment 
of your imagination - they are on cam-
pus as part of a Communi^ Relations 
Project. The basic idea is that they meet 
groups in the community such as uni-
versity students, gay liberation etc in 
non confrontation situations so they 
can come to an understandhig. So grit 
your teeth and be friendly, n 
SNIPPINGS 
s«mp«rrio(ut 3 
COLLEGE LIFE 
First Sexism, 
Then V.D., 
Now — Ants! 
The Complaint; 
The Principal of a campus college has 
been using his scientific methodology to 
track down "ant-trails" for his students. 
Over Easter, he spared no effort in search-
ing students' rooms and he has stayed up 
late into the night peeping into windows 
just to catch these nasty ants going about 
their devilish work. 
The Reply 
Dear College Member, 
As a result of numerous complaints 
about ants and cockroaches, I carried 
out an inspection of College during 
the Easter break. I understand that some 
members of CoUege regarded this as an 
invasion of thek privacy, and some have 
expressed the view that the occupants 
of the rooms should have been present 
during the inspection. 
May I put my point of view. It took 
me 4V4 hours to inspect the CoUege, go-
ing straight from room to room. The Ea-
ster period was the only time I could 
find for such a length of time. Also it 
is very much easier to find ant traUs 
with rooms neat and tidy than would 
have been the case in an occupied room. 
Further, to catch 230 students in 
their rooms in any reasonable length of 
time is an impossibility. 
I gather than all sorts of motives have 
been imputed to my inspection by cert-
ain individuals. I cannot understand how 
any person with a clear conscience can 
have any objection to his room being 
seen. 
Whether we like it or not, this is an 
institution, and not a private home and 
in common with aU mstitutions has to 
maintain standards of cleanliness etc., 
imposed on us not only by our corpor-
ate agreement, but also by outside ag-
encies, such as the University and var-
ious Government Departments, In ord-
er to maintain these standards, individ-
uals must necessarily sacrifice some de-
gree of the independence that they 
would have in their own homes. 
In normal circumstances this type 
of inspection would have taken place 
during vacation. It was carried out now 
only because of the numerous compl-
aints. If any person is still unhappy ab-
out this event, I am only too wUUng to 
discuss it with you. I am usually in the 
Principal's office from 8 to 8.45 am and 
most evenings in my house from 6 to 
7 p.m. 
Youi^ sincerely, (etc) 
ALICE IN WONDERLAND 
On Wednesday, April 16th, Alice 
arrives and Wonderland erupts in the 
Cement Box. The production will 
run for only three weeks and tickets 
may be collected from the Union 
Office or bookings made by phon-
ing 711 611, ext 16. 
PUBLIC TRANSPORT WEEK 
This is Public Transport Week - a week 
designed to increase public awareness 
of the need for better pubUc transport. 
There will be several bicycle raUies-
the first is on thuisday .The ride beguis 
at the great Court at one o'clock. On 
Saturday their will be a bicycle ride 
througli the streets of the dty. So dig 
out your bikes and join in. 
PLANTS AND MUSIC 
In experiments recently carried out 
m Colorada it was discovered that 
phots responded favourably to Bach 
and Indian Gassics, But at the sound 
of Rock they cringed and died. 
ARE WE CRYING 'WOLF'? 
Benevolent Indonesian officialdom 
has found a way to gauge contentment 
and tranquility on restless campuses. 
It's really quite simple and the students 
can't complain - it's forbidden. A tour-
ing Army colonel turned university Rec-
tor revealed this ultimate panacea in a 
brief visit to Queensland University. The 
idea isn't all that original, yet to affluent 
indulgent AustraUan students its suffici-
ently absurd to be amusing. Not only 
are demonstrations banned in the happy 
kingdom of King Suharto, but all meet-
mgs at the University must be supervis-
ed by one of the rector's men. As an ad-
ded incentive to student independence, 
all members of what is rather humour-
ously referred to as the 'student govern-
ment' must be approved by the rector. 
ActuaUy it's rather disturbing to have 
one's perspective on student poUtics 
and oppression so rudely rebuked by 
such realities. • 
The second part of the Tom Burns 
Interview didn't quite make it into 
this edition and a definite date 
has not yet been decided for its 
publication. 
J l 
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the 
law 
school 
"The Law School on this campus is one of the largest 
of the 9 sudi schools in Australia. It maybe correct to 
say that it has the worst reputation of any of them".... 
So began an article from Semper, dated October 10, 
1974' Even further back in history, Professor Tarlo, wri-
ting in the University of Queensland Law Journal dated 
August 1967 said: "The finger of scorn is aheady being 
pointed at this school.... as the worst equipped and worst 
housed law sdiool in Australia, as well as having one of 
the worst student/staff ratios." 
On October 2,1974, as a culmination of over a month 
of meetings, deputations and petitions, the law students 
held a "study in" in the Law Library as a protest over the 
inadequate library facilities and general poor conditions 
in the Law school. Quality of lectures and tutorials, the 
poor staff-to-student ratio and th? extreme difficulty in 
using the legal materials so necessary to law students were 
the main issues of the disquiet. Soon after the unrest, how-
ever, students were studying in the library for their end of 
year exams. Some legal materials, cases reports and texts 
were placed on the fourth floor ofthe undergraduate lib-
rary for the use of law students mainly in first and second 
years. 
Come 1975, Dictal, the occasional newsletter ofthe 
University ofQueensland Law Society addressed to first 
year students urged that".... the dialogues commenced^ 
last year be continued and that some conclusions as to 
how the Law School might be improyed, will be reached." 
So what is the situation in the Law School at the mo-
ment? 
A number of recent events may be used as some gauge 
of student consciousness. The first general meeting of Ihe 
Law Society was so poorly attended that for the first half 
an hour of the hour long lunditime liieeting, a quorum 
could not be achieved. The meethig was dominated by ex-
ecutive members of the society, members of the Law School 
Consultative Committee who are also ex-officio executive 
members of the society anyway, and a small group of 
known activists in the Law School. 
Although the elections of the Consultative Committee 
members were well contested and attended (some 10 nom-
inations for the one Introduction to Law representative 
from the 2 day classes alone) the elected representative 
from the first year class was virtually forced from the lec-
ture when he attempted to address his electors oh such 
matters as dass quality, tutorial quality and numbers, as-
sessment procedures and simUar matters of inthnate im-
portance to law students. When interviewed after the lec-
ture, he said "I was appalled by the lack of student Inter-
est or awareness in such fimdamental areas as the very na-
ture of the law course, let alone means of alternative asse-
ssment or course criticism. 
The past dean of the Law School, Mr Jbn Herlihy 
said that "The vast majority of students in the law school 
are not interested in innovative teaching. They are quite 
content with the presently used traditional techniques." 
This sentiment is reinforced by the results of the question-
aire that was passed around the Law School after the acti-
vities of last year. The vast majority of the students report-
ed that they not only prefered examinations in lieu of ass-
ignments or other forms of assessment, but that they pref-
erred a midyear exam worth 50% of the whole year and 
an end of year exam worth 50%. The present Dean of the 
Faculty, Dr Kidwai said "Most students actually prefer ex-
ams, as they involve tension over only the last month or 
so cj"the year. Assignments mean more work for students 
which they do not want to do." 
ActuaUy, the lecturer decides the format of assessment 
and the only departmental stipulation is that there is to be 
a mid-year exam conducted by the department of law. 
Thus, the lecturer for each course can choose which way 
he wtA assess his students. ]n Equity, a third year subject, 
optional forms of assessment arc being used this year, but 
many other subjects still have examinations heavily biased 
for an end of year cram exam situation. The situation has 
improved, however, from 1974, where first year studsnts 
faced a massive three hour exam in the very demanding 
subject, Criminal Law, and had to memorize masses of 
material for one short burst. In response to strong stud-
ent feeling about exams late last year, the Law Society 
produced little stickers, based on a similar AUS produc-
tion, which students could use on their exam papers to 
express their displeasure with the exam situation. How-
ever,' a considerable number of students dedined to use 
the stickers for fear of recriminations from examiners, 
particularly in Criminal Law. 
Mr Herlihy summed up the situation: "Law students 
generally constitute a traditional dass of people wanted 
to be spoon fed from the rostrum, vnth a mid-year trial 
mn Ul the form of a mid-year cxamuiation. 
Dr Kidwai panted an optimistic picture for possibil-
ities of change in the school. "I feel that active students 
can change things. The "study-in" last year focusedl not 
only university eyes but community eyes on the problems 
ofthe law school. If students wish to express their dis-
satisfaction with the courses, they have every right to do 
so provided such expression is within reasonable bounds. 
I would not be worried by another 'sit-in' provided it oc-
curs within reasonable limits. It is very much up to the 
students just what sort of degree they get. I see lectures 
only as means of stimulating interest on important points 
of law; examiners arc influenced by original points presen-
ted by students and so students can get as much from their 
studies as they put Into them." 
However, the Dean also summed up the vast majori-
ty of students as being "apathetic". Only a small num-
ber of students are actively involved hx the number of 
committees and groups withui the Law School which can 
initiate change. The Legal Education Committee of the 
Law Society, for example, under the chairmanship of four-
th year student Brian Herd, will be producing research pa-
pers on such diverse areas as Legal Aid, Theology of Law, 
Bicakdovm of passmarks last year, the helrarchy and 
operation ofthe Faculty and Moot Procedure, all of 
which are of vital uiterest to students. At a recent meet-
ing of the Consultative Committee, visiting students were 
granted equal speaking rights with members of the com-
mittee and as committee meetings are open to anyone, 
students can present their views on subjects raised at me-
etings. 
Lecturers, tutors and departmental and faculty heads 
are in the main, quite approachable and always ready to 
listen to students. New members of staff, such as Profes-
sor O'Regan from Monash University are bringing new in-
sights and ideas to the Law School. 
One of the most interesting aspects of the last year 
meetings of students and stafi" prior to the' 'study-in" 
was the almost total lack of vocal advocation for social 
consciousness or relevance in the law course. The maj-
ority of the discussion centred on immediate issues and 
social concerns or radical criticisms ofthe law course 
were lost in the debate. The Introduction to Law course, 
for example, is perhaps the most logical place for die ex-
planation or elucidation of the concise basic philosophy 
of law as it presently is in operation. 
In a four year course or longer, students are only ex-
posed to legal philosophy as an optional course jn the 
final years in Juri.sprudence or in the initial few weeks of 
the course. It seems that the great monolithic edifice 
that is the law is based upon very doubtful premises if 
the future practioners and participants hi its activities 
do not understand the basis of their law. Consistently, 
such problems arc regarded as i irrelevant by the vast maj-
ority of students, hi his address to the Legal Convention 
a few years ago. His Honour Lord Devlin said that there 
were two types of graduate from the law school. The 
first he said, was the cold technidan who knows his law, 
and practices it with little social conscience or thought. 
The second is described as a "well-rounded man" who 
uses his talents fairly for the benefit and betterment of 
the community. 
As Dr Kidwai pointed out, it was largely up to the 
students what sort of degree they get, bearuig in mind 
the idea that lectures serve only to introduce main 
points and that students can investigate them as much 
or as little as they wish. 
The Head of the Law Department, Dr Lumb said : 
"The emphasis on the Law here is very much technical. 
There are two streams ofthe law course; the relationship 
of the law to other disdplines such as psychology or soc-
iology or an understanding ofthe law with the options 
available for later students. The course here is concemed 
with the traming of students to enter the profession and 
so to practice and the basic core subjects are designed 
to this end. But there can be no" separation of law in soc-
iety from a technical approach. Law may be seen as a 
craft and sodal aspects together in the one course. I be-
lieve this is being attempted in Canberra with the use of 
legal workshops and siinilar ideas." 
The Law Course can be pursued in a number of ways. 
Combined degrees such as B.tcon/LLB, B.Com/LLB, 
leading to careers in finance or business, the straight four 
year LLB and the five year BA/LLB. Dr Lumb pointed ^^  
out that if students wish to become more "well-rounded 
they can do the combined degree course, but this will in-
crease the tbne they spend at University, but as most stu-
dents wish to enter the profession and most options for 
later students are nanowed bv orofessional renuireiru f^ts 
the likelihood of much "well-roundedness" occurring m 
a law student Is very sUm Indeed. 
The argument is an involved and complex one, with 
. both sides presenting equally valid points. But the sheer 
involvement and necessities of a law course, being so in-
herentiy time consuming and ponderous, predude to a 
large degree the student from expanding his horizons. 
"There is no real questioning of law here. The Law 
School is concemed with the production of practition-
ers only, and I would contend tiiat it does this rather 
badly too" said Mr Herlihy "The students are more in-
terested m the pragmatic, nuts and bolts nature of law 
as they leam it here." The only points in the law course 
where real questiomng can occur is in tiie first few weeks 
of the first year hitroduction to Law couise, or in later 
options, of which Jurisprudence is die only compulsory 
unit of legal philosophy for candidates for admission lo 
the Barristers Board. 
"The level of understanding ofthe law as we feel, 
for a first year student should be concemed witii an in-
troduction into the professional machinery of tiie law 
and not witii philosophical questions and legal histoiy 
as such which are left for fourtii year students option 
choice. Professional requirements however, tend to dic-
tate the nature of the course, as most students will nat-
urally choose tiiose options which wiU be needed in prac-
tice." said Dr Lumb. It is interestmg to note Dr Kidwai's 
comment "The Introduction to Law course is tiie most 
difficult course to plan, as tiiere is no dear understanding 
ofits content. Formerly, its teaching and content were 
largely left to junior members of staff, and tiiey did not 
teach it for longer Uian two years. This has changed witii 
Professor O'Regan now in charge of tiie first year course. 
The libraiy contuiues to be a major point of content-
ion. "The library facilities are hopeless," said Dr Kidwai. 
The sum of $10,500 has been allocated for new aquisit-
ions but tills does not cover binding or maintenance. The 
Law Librarian, Mr Bodey agrees.with Dr Kidwai. The 
new Law School due for completion in Semester 2,1977 
will have provision for a library of 68,000 volumes, re-
garded by Mr Bodey as tiie absolute minimum for a de-
cent law school. The library has seating for 195 students 
and tiie number of students (W.S.U.) in tiie Law School 
was 798 in 1974. This number has no doubt decreased, 
partly tiirough the introduction of a quota in Introduc-
tion to Law of 350students and the high failure rates in 
tiie 1974 final exams. However, if a substantial number 
of students want to study in the library at any given time, 
as was demonstrated last year, there is not tiie physical 
space to house tiiem. A rough count during tiie "study-in" 
indicated that only 300400 students bothered to turn up, 
but even Uien tiiere was only standing room available. The' 
undergraduate library facilities are limited, and only tem-
porary anyway, but it is unlikely that tiie situation will 
improve before the new building is completed. 
The picture tiierefore, is a very mixed one. Physical 
changes cannot occur over-night, available finance is sev-
erely limited and tiie overwhdmmg student apatiiy are 
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tiie major problems confronting tiie school The Law Soc-
iety executive, the consultative committee and several 
smaller groups are working dosely together, Uie Depart-
mental head, Dr Lumb and the Faculty Dean, Dr Kidwai, 
arc approachable and will listen to students. The teaching 
staff has been increased; the number of lectures and tut-
orials has also increased and library facilities are improv-
ing, albeit slowly. 
However, tiie pragmatism and narrow mindedness of 
tiie majority of law students is undoubtedly the biggest 
problem facing the law school. The implications of a let-
hargic student body for tiie profession and for tiie soc-
iety generally are frightening. The "study-in" deputat-
ions and so on were organised by only a small number of 
activists; if a significant number of students decide to be-
come involved, more far reaching changes can occur. 
Even titis is not enough as tiie basic doctrines of our 
law need serious re-examination in the light of social and 
political developmentscurrentiy changing the very basis 
of human nature as vre know it. Law cannot be divorced 
in any way from society and if society tends to see law 
as being more and more irrelevant, tiien law is reduced to 
being an archaic anachronism to be avoided and eventual-
ly to pass into oblivion • 
Mark Hayes 
Q.I.I QUITS! 
Q.I.T. WITHDRAWAL 
a.u.s. bites the dust 
On Tuesday flie 8tii April, the Union Council of the 
Queensland Institute of Technology withdrew from the 
Australian Union of Students. Nine councillors voted 
to remain in AUS, whilst sbcteen voted to pick up their 
marbles and piss off. 
Five of tiiose sixteen were proxy voters, and one of 
these was the notoriously anti-AUS, former AUS secre-
tary of the Union, Mr Jeff Purcell. 
I arrived at the council meeting a few minutes after tiie 
vote had been counted. I was intrigued as to why our Un-
ion had done away with its membership ofa body whose 
democratically resolved voice gives students credibility in 
the Australian political scene, apart from the bread and 
butter benefits that AUS provides. 
Things started to click together when I myself was 
ratiiier coercively 'given' a proxy vote on council. 
The proxy was given in the name of one ' 'John Cutii-
bert', the person who offered the projq' to me, and who 
wrote it and signed it 'John Cutiibert', was not John Cutii-
bert. 
He was a student from the University ofQueensland, 
who refused to give me his name. His colleagues however, 
who were spouting anti AUS and pro Zionist vitriol, in-
' eluded the duo Nick Cowen and David Jacobsen. 
At tius point during tiie meeting, the Union's director 
of cultural actiwties, Mr Bryan Law begged leave from 
the meeting. As he left, he pointed out to QITU's spect-
acular chairperson that his leaving caused the quorum of 
the meetuig to lapse. 
On hearing this, Mr Nick Cowen referred to Mr Law as 
a 'fat fascist'. (Many persons who know Bryan well will 
not dispute that he is a heavy-weight; however, he has ne-
ver assodated himself with any 'fasdst' group e.g. Liberal 
Party of Australia, D.L.P., _ N. C. C. , Australian Nazi 
Party etc., and such being the case, Mr Cowen's ejaculat-
ion was 50% in error, and in bad taste at any rate. 
At this point yet another meeting of the QIT hobby 
union closed in uproar. I couldn't help but agree with tiie 
University gent who had so kindly given me my proxy. 
"Come on David", he said "Let's go. Tlie atmosphere here 
stuiks." 
The atmosphere at QIT does stink; it stinks of rotten 
apathy. Such apathy put the five proxys on coundl the 
otiier night. The people who gave away their vote aren't 
encouraged to tiiink, apart from the important aspects 
ofthe course, like everyone else at QIT. 
Union Council revels in its role of servile parochialism, 
and doesn't want to get involved with Uie outside worid, 
particulariy anything 'heavy'. 'Heavy' things are so frigli-
tening, so anathema to important employers, so jeopardiz-
ing to careers. 
As a result funny things, bloody fuiiny reactionary 
tilings happen with QIT Union. Dke the aforementioned 
council meeting being scheduled on a night when a note-
worthy pro-AUS man, Mark Bell, who has some crowd 
swaying (i.e. apathy shaking) skills, plus a vote on coun-
cil, was sitting for an examination. Timetables and sched-
ules arc so dreaiy, aren't they? And you can't please ev-
eryone. 
Tlie case of Jeff Purcell is particularly illustrative. Jeff 
is a very nice reactionary chap. Many people hate AUS be-
cause from tiie point of view of a political extremist, the 
concept of a national touncil of student representatives 
is downright meaningless.I mean talk about fertile ground 
for communism .... anyway young Jeff stood for QlT's 
AUS secretaiy and on an anti-AUS basis of course. QIT 
had no part in tills bunch of commie hotiieads. Our cam-
pus is special. 
He got the post, no sweat; a couple of hundred stud-
ents out of QIT's several thousand gave it to him. The 
rest? Wdl, they had tiie ... tiie .... what did they have to 
tiiink about? ' 
Jeff resigned his position recently. He resigned because 
Union Council censured him. The censure motion was 
part of a vidous left wing campaign to back up a subver-
sive Women's Group! which vyas forming itself at QIT. 
Jeff stood up for his strong views and told an elected rep-
resentative of the Women's Group that she couldn't pos-
• sibly be appointed Women's officer at QIT unless her 
views on subjects like abortion, contraception etc, confor-
med pretty closely to his own. 
Jeff has titis tiling about women being free to control 
their own bodies via tiie above means. He really doesn't 
like even talking about it. He's a perfect gentieman though, 
witii the ladies. 
Union council censured Jeff. They said that he was en-
titled to have his own opinions, but wasn't it just a wee bit 
Stalinistic to reject die women's democratically elected 
candidate on tiie basis of his own views, when he was fun-
ded to appoint a women's officer on slightiy more profes-
sional grounds? "No" said young Jeff, and promptly resi-
gned. 
Oddly enougli.he didn't renominare for the position, 
and Andrew McKenzie a second year Communications stu-
dent, and no dud, who did nominate, is unopposed. Actu-
ally its not so odd after all, when you consider what Jeff 
and his cronies had in mind for your AUS membership. 
All this, and now Council decides to scrap AUS. We've 
yet to sse whetiier one ofour accountancy students can 
produce an analysis demonstrating that the sweet fuck all 
we get for our local union fee is actually better than tiie 
benefits we get from AUS for a mere fifteen shillings per 
annum. Don't worry tiiough, somebody will. QIT is like 
tiiat. D 
Peter Woodfotde 
Notice is hereby given of two general 
meetings of the 64th Council to be held 
on the 1st of May and the 29th of May to 
discuss proposed AUS Resolutions regarding 
Homosexuality and the Middle East res-
pectively 
literary lift-out 
The 12th edition of Semper Floreat will include a 12 page literary liftout. 
Tliis will feature the work of University ofQueensland students. All poets 
and aspiring poets are invited to submit their work. Shorl story writers are 
also invited Uut space demands a maximum limit of 1500 woids. 
All enquiries, or forward material to, Laurence Gormley c/- Semper 
Floreat. 
6 'Hfnobrflorwt 
ornography 
Semper admits to 
treating the Society 
To Outlaw Pornography 
rather harshly of late, calling 
it a puritan, right-wing react-
ionary joke. But we've decided 
to be fair, and allow them space 
to reply. Here then, is their 
latest newsletter. For your 
enlightenment. 
CIRCULAR C/34A 
SATAN'S BID FOR YOUR CHILD 
S.T.O.P. would remind readers that, not only is the hu-
man mind being influenced by the media, but the minds 
of our children are being adversely influenced also by the 
godless philosophies that are fundamental to the so-called 
'new, progressive education' that has found its way into 
Queensland education through the Humanist-inspired 
Radford Scheme. This was tiie brainchild of Dr Radford, 
Director of the AustraUan Council for Educational Re-
search, which is a unique body set up by the Carnegie 
Corporation, USA, now financed by both Federal and 
State grants. It wields very great power over most levels 
.ofour education system and is a very influential change 
agent, with powerful influence over teachers through its 
preparation of so much teaching material — not only text 
books, but also teachers' guides and ready-made test pa-
pers for examination purposes. 
The A.C.E.R. is entirdy independent of eitiier Govem-
ment in its decisions and operations (Chap XIV of 'Edu-
cational Administration'), so no longer can education be 
seen to be provided 'for the people, by the people', but 
rather it would appear to be provided more and more 'ex-
perts' who think they know best what is good for our 
children. How many of you know what Satan is doing to 
your child through "new progressive education"? 
What do you know of-
Brutality, vulgarity, blasphemies, cursing and obscenities 
that are included in your child's education through text-
books (such as Voices, Actions aiid Reactions, Great- • 
ive Excursions, Improving on the Blank Page, etc)? 
The anti-traditional teaching in the matter of discip-
Une and obedience, respect for the elder generation, sex 
education etc, that is being effected through such books 
as Tiger and Rose, Impact Ass^nments in English, 
(which also would have the effect of instilling ideas of 
racial hatred), and English Through Experience, etc. 
The interest being engendered among students in soc-
iaUsm, witchcraft and the occult, rock music and the pop 
culture, and even the preparation and use of drugs, through 
any of die library and textbooks which your children are 
encouraged to read at school? 
How many parents have read any or all of the text-
books in use ui Australian Schools at tiie present time? 
And/or libraiy books? 
Don't be Uke the ostrich and hide beneath some exc-
use so that you won't have to find out what is happening 
to your child through the processes of education, or lack 
of U, Ot tiie subversion of il. Become mformed tiirough 
reading such books as Thought Revolution by Tung 
Chi-Ping and Humphrey Evans, Bending the Twig by A.. 
Rudd, New Education by G. Allen and Teaching as a 
' .Subversive Activity by Postman and Weingartner, etc. 
Satan's Bid for Your Child is a booklet by Dr J. Hyles, 
Pastor, First Baptist Church, Hammond, Indiana, in which 
he writes: 
You want to keep on.... enjoying life without facing 
the fact, we have a battle on our hands! That battle is not 
just to save a country; it is to save your children! If we 
don't rise up and do something about it, everything de-
cent that we know about our my oflife is going to cru-
mble. I am weary of some so-called scholars who are des-
troying our children! Because you will not check on what 
Is going on, I am going to open the door to the public 
schools and invite you in. I challenge anybody to disprove 
what I say.... I'm going to give you several methods that 
the devil is using to attack your child. 
1. Revolution; hi 1932, G. S. Counts wrote the book-
let 'Dare tiie School Build a New Social Order?' and in 
1933 Dr H. Rugg wrote "The Great Technology" a book 
in which he declares tnat Uirough die schools of the 
worid we shall disseminate a new conception of govern-
ment. Our sodalist-minded professors and teachers, with 
their leftist-slanted textbooks have dedicated themselves 
to changing tiie Christian way oflife tiirough indoctrina-
ting the minds of students. (Read also. Three Faces of 
Revolution' by Dr Fred Schv/arz and 'None Dare Call It 
Conspiracy' by G. Allen and 'The Naked Capitalist' by 
W. C. Skousen. In his book 'An Essay on Liberation*, 
Prof. H. Marcuse said tiiat 'Uberation would mean sub-
version against the will and against tiie prevailing interest 
of tiie great majority ofthe people.' His destructive pol-
icy is being put into operation in AustraUan tertiary in-
stitutions through his great influence on academics (not-
ably Jerry Rubm, who called on Kent University stud-
ents to kill tiieir parents as a forerunner to changing tiie 
coimtiy), and.also through brainwashing students by 
means of reprints in Student Newspapers of obscene 
and revolutionary artides adapted from his 'Berkeley 
Barb' Uni. magazine.) 
2. Books: The bad language and tiie bad English 
in many Ubrary and text books is not culture! It is not 
refined nor scholarly! Not only does tiiis ciudeness prick 
our religious and spiritual convictions, it pricks our cul-
ture! Left-wingers, sex perverts and Sweden oriented te-
achers are taking over our schools and mining our kids. If 
you are not one of those, I am not tall^g about you, but 
there are many of them, and it's getting worse. You aU 
ought to say, 'My child is not going to be subjected to 
this any more!. What else is the devil launching at your 
child? (Read tiie letters that S.T.O.P. has sent to Queens-
land's Minister for Education to see the sad commentary 
on what has come to our attention in local areas during 
the last couple of years. These have been duplicated.) 
3. Narcotics: Forty percent of 7,000 kids on dope 
in nUnois, USA said tiiat a teacher first introduced tiiem 
to drugs! Thirty-seven out of 100 high school students 
had first been 'turned on' by a teadier. Half of 10,000 
teachers from 28 states admitted to using drugs, 34% reg-
ularly' (Result of a study by Attorney L. Baker - 'Mid-
night' 24/5/71). Perhaps tius is because young teachers 
get used to using drugs at college or University and when . 
students get togetiier witii teachers sodaUy, they foUow 
tiieir example. There is not a child that couldn't be lured 
when in the wrong place at tiie wrong time. The devill 
wants to get your child through revolution, dirty books 
and narcotics. 
4. Rock Music: Miislc wields a tremendous influe-
nce in making us what we are. Your church wiU sooner 
or later become what its music dictates. Because music is 
so hypnotic and so Hfc-changing and atmosphere determ-
ining, Lenin founded an Association to spread commun-
istic type music around Uie world, for he knew the direct 
correlation between music and beastly living - immorality, 
indecency, dope addiction, LSD, filthy bodies, long hair, 
etc. the jungle beat goes with jungle peoplcPaul Cantor 
of tiie 'Jefferson Airplane' said, 'The new rock music is 
intended to broaden the generation gap, alienate parents 
from Uieir children and prepare young people for revolu-
tion." 
Rock music is definitely promoting the use of drugs 
by songs like 'Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds' (LSD) by-
the Beaties, because tiieir code words are speaking about 
drugs. 
We're rearing a generation of revolutionaries, and tiiis 
music has much to do with it! Such as the Beatles' hit, 
'She's Leavin' Home'. 'Cheetah', a big teenage magazine 
quoted a New York musician as saying, 'If the establish-
ment knew what today's popular music is saying .... Ihey 
would ban it.... and arrest anyone who would try to play 
it!' Lenin told a Communist Youtii League, "We'll have to 
change the culture ofa nation if it is to go communistic." 
Under tiie guise of freedbm, Irators say publidy diat 
they arc going to break laws and destroy our society, mak-
ing laws against treason seem weak. 
5. Sex: The oiganization tiiat is leading tiie 
fight to place sex education m our school is the Sex In-
formation and Education Council of U.SA. (SIECUS). 
In AustraUa it is the Australian Science Education Proj-
ect (ASEP), and both organisations have created wide-
spread opposition because of their anti-moral and immor-
al connotation. Dr Mary Calderone, who heads SIECUS 
is also on the board of Sexology magazine, which cont-
ains aU kinds of questionable artides (even on bestiality). 
The coloured sUdes designed by her present an anbnaUst-
ic viewpoint of sex, which is completely inappropriate, 
and, (as ui tiie case of A.S.EJP, courses) exposes childr-
en to tiie inside details of sexual aberrations, leaving them 
responsible for deciding tiieir own behaviour - without 
giving any guideUnes. They are also taught about contra-
ception and V.D. aad pre-marital sex is condoned. No 
wonder children are swaUowing this philosophy of loose 
sex and free love. What else is the devil shooting at your 
child? 
6. Profane Uving: It has become commonplace to hear 
some teachers use vulgar language, curse and take the 
Lord's name in vain m the classroom. Teenage drinking 
and smoking is also on the increase, and school rules are 
being relaxed ui many cases. 
7. Sensitivity Trainhig: Sensitivity trauiing encourages 
students to express themselves and their points of view 
freely and witiiout restraint, even obscenely, removing 
all inhibitions. It is thought-persuasion and heathenism, 
intended to chan^ a man's behaviour ana nis social re-
lationships. It is a teclinique developed by Dr L. Brad-
ford, ofthe National Education Association of USA, in 
association wilh Kurt Lewm, a pioneer behavioural 
scientist, and a number of psychologists. There is a high 
school m Indiana which, tiianks to sensitivity trauung, 
has already had a play whh a nude actor in it. (As in 
USA so also in Queensland -.sensitivity trainhig in Train-
(cont. page 7} 
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ing CoUeges and in service sensitivity training and hum-
an relations ui education workshops for teachers. The 
Director of S.T.O.P. recentiy appUed to go as an obser-
ver to one such Saturday workshop under the auspices 
of the Wodd Education FeUowship, but permission was 
witiihdd.) h is hoped in America tiiat teachers wiU soon 
be quaUfied to offer sensitivity trauiing to students, even 
though psychiatrists have warned of its potential danger 
to teenagers. 
What a dastardly attempt by the devil to wreck our 
children's Uves. 
Let's save our children from sensitivity trainuig, sex 
education, indecent morals, dirty books, narcotics, rock 
music, and revolution! Students, here's what you should 
do - be a Daniel, a Shadrach, Mesach , or Abednego -
•md stand for RIGHT! God pity your lack of courage if 
you do not refuse to read Uiose dirty books, those sugg-
estive and blasphemous poems, and textbooks that fos-
ter the generation gap. Remember the gloty of Greece 
and the might of Rome all disappeared never to return 
when moral strengtii decayed. Music also helped cause 
tiieir destruction. (H.D. Thoreau). YouUi is the target 
m tills attack on morals; but perhaps you wUl be stron-
ger than those older than you and you wiU refuse tiie im-
moralities and pornography that are beuig forced upon 
you. 
MEMBERSHIP OF THIS MOVEMENT 
WILLBE:-
Umited to such persons as subscribe to the aims and 
objects of this Consthutlon, not owing allegiance to nor 
holding membership of a Communist or Nazi Party, nor 
having sympatiietic leanings towards anti-scriptural phil-
osophies or subversive activities. 
Provision shall be made for corporate bodies to join as 
members and to appoint an official representative to at-
tend meetings. 
prejudice: 
the short, the fat and the ugly. 
Madelaine Wolfe, 49, has a big problem. A company 
refuses to rehire her for a telephonist job because, ac-
cording to company policy, she is too fat. Mrs. Wolfe 
is fat - she carries about 200 pounds on her five-loot 
two-inch frame - but she says her weight didn't stop her 
from doing a good job before (her former supervisors 
rated her work outstanding) and it won't stop her now. 
She is taking her case to Court, after already losing one 
appeal. 
"I believe this is so grossly unfair, lo hire people for 
their looks and not their brains, when it has nothing to 
do with the job they have to do", Mrs. Wolfe says. "If 1 
do win, it will set an important precedent for so many 
other overweight people who arc always victims of job 
discrimination." 
Whether Mrs. Wolfe wins or losses, she has succeeded 
in drawing attention to the subtie prejudice faced by 
those who do not measure up to accepted standards of 
appearance. Fat people are not the only victims. Sur-
veys and studies diow that short people and ugly people 
also suffer the effects of covert discrimination. Prejud-
ices against the fat, the short and the ugly not only 
affects them adversely in the sodal sphere but on tiie 
job and in school. 
Scientific research in this field is meagre, but the 
available data points in the same direction. Subtle pre-
judices, often operating unconsciously, affect the fat, 
the short and the ugly materially in school and on Uie 
job. 
let's look at fat prejudices first, which some ofeser-
vers believe is the strongest form of discrimination on 
practiced in our society to day. Fat people begin re-
ceiving the faUout of fat prejudices after infancy (a fat 
baby is cute) and it accelerates when they try to enter 
university. 
An American socidogist found that, eyen with equal 
grades, I.Q.'s, aptitudes and health, an overweight boy 
had only two-thirds as much chance for admission, as a 
normal-weight youngster, into most colleges. An over-
weight giri had only one-tliird the chance. Certain col-
lege officials openly claimed tliat they did not want to 
accept fat students because the fats would have trouble 
"dimbing the hills". 
But the fat students' troubles aren't over when they 
graduate. The staff hiring policy of many large firms, 
is to turn down job applicants who exceed weight-height 
ratios by 20 percent. Tliis is certainly the case in the 
PubUc Service. 
One ofthe few surveys of job discrimination against 
the fat, discovered that fat executives have thinner pay-
checks than thin executives. Some fats pay a penalty 
of $500 a pound. Of 1,500 executives making between 
512,500 and $22,500 only nine percent were more than 
ten pounds overweight. But of 13,500 paid between 
$5,000 and $10,000 nearly 40 percent were more than 
ten pounds overweight. 
Does that mean fat people are poorer workers than 
thin ones?Not according to our sociologist. "A fat 
person is just as good a worker as anyone else, the 
overweight have become our largest, least protected 
minority group." The short people might dispute the 
fat ones for the dubious distinction of being the most 
discriminated against group, at least iri the job field. 
Even fewer studies of prejudice with regard to shortness 
have been conducted, possibly because "we don't want 
to offend taU people or discourage short people." 
Once again, tall executives command liigher salaries 
than short executives, but it isn't just the business v/orld 
that rejects short men - so do voters. "Every American 
President elected since 1900 hasbeen Uie taller of the 
two major political candidates." 
Most of the efforts scientists are making today to 
chart the effects of biological prejudice are in the field 
of physical attractiveness, a general term that may or 
may not indude height and weight. A recent study 
indicated that physical attractiveness affects jury deds-
ions. Ninety-one students served as jurors in a mock 
automobile negligence trial in which they saw photo-
graphs of plaintiff and defendant, and heard recorded 
testimony. One group saw an attractive male plaintiff 
and an unattractive male defendant, tiie other the 
reverse. A control group saw no pictures. 
The controls ruled against the plaintiff 59 percent 
to 41 percent, but the jury with die attractive plaintiff 
gave him 49 percent of their vote. The unattractive 
plaintiff got only 17 percent. Not only that, but the 
attractive plaintiff received an average of $10,000 dam-
age, the unattractive one, $5,600. 
Tlie advantages of physical attractiveness start young. 
A group of female university students were given an 
account of either a severe or mild transgression com-
mitted by a seven-year-old. The photographs tiiat 
accompanied some accounts showed an unattractive 
boy or giri, the photographs on others an attractive boy 
or girl. When the transgression was severe, the women 
attributed worse motives to the unattractive children. 
They also predicted that the unattractive children were 
more likely to comniit a similar tiransgression in the 
future. 
Even teachers tend to make the same judgments, but 
no more than the rest of us evidently. Men and women 
were asked to evaluate photographs of attiactive and 
unattractive peisons. The results indicate that most 
people expect attractive men and women to possess al-
most every desirable social trait, including sexual 
warmth, responsiveness, sensitivity, kindness, poise -
and modesty! Furthermore, attractive individuals are 
expected to have better jobs and happier marriages. 
Faced with this evidence, how do you cope ifyou're 
fat, short, ugly - or possibly all three? 
The traditional "if you can't beat 'em, join 'em" 
school holds that its up to tiie individual to change him-
self via diet, plastic surgery, elevator beds and other 
means to fit the popular image of attractiveness. 
An organization whose motto is "fat is beautiful" 
holds regular meetings, has a book club, a newsletter 
and a dating service. It has no diel group. It has re-
ceived considerable pubMcity, the usual precursorof 
change in today's society. Maybe short people and 
ugly people could learn something from tiieir fat friends.D 
Barbara Ford 
GIVE BLOOD NOW 
Have you been a selfish slob all your life? 
End the rot. 
Give blood on April SOth or May 1st or 
2nd. 
Share yourself with another human being; 
help someone live. 
Are you a curious person? 
If so, come along to the Relax Block 
when the Blood Bank calls and find 
out your blood group. (Could be 
useful info, in case you ever need a 
blood donation to save your own 
life sometime.) 
If you're not prepared to give a little 
blood now to help save a life, be pre-
pared to holler for Count Dracula 
if YOU ever need a transfusion to 
save yourself! 
Relaxation Block - April 30th, May Ist & 2nd - from 9am to 4 pm. • free cigarettes, coffee & blx. 
8 iwwpwr floraat 
not gainfully 
a welfare recipient 
It's rather depressing, I found out, to sit ui a Common-
wealth Employment agency during a time when unemploy-
ment is severe. 
It's even more depressing to sit on the ground floor of 
the sodal security department and witness the plight of 
the person dependent upon welfare payments. 
Why is it so in a country tiiat is at least nommaUy 
Christian and where equality and brotiierhood are often 
the supposed basis of people's beliefs? 
Well, the bastards don't reaUy care. People on wdfare 
are considered the lowest dass botii in status and income 
and tiierefore puU littie weight. 
The capitalist work ethic, tiie belief that everybody has 
the opportunity to do what he wants and obtain sufficient 
income makes people on welfare parasites in the commun-
ity and therefore are barely tolerated by its other memb-
ers. 
UNEMPLOYABLE UNEMPLOYED 
Even before Christmas, people were sleeping on the 
footpatiis near tiie city and VaUey employment agencies 
to gel in early to tiry and get a job. Of course, some of 
these were the unemployable luiemployed. They could 
not take the shit years ago, and are just slowly druikuig 
themselves to death. 
Why don't you students go into one of tiie agencies 
and watch the hundred or so people sittmg, never talking, 
lighting up tilie occasional cigarette as tiie department 
slowly processes tiiem in their files. (I emphasize slowly!) 
You know, I have seen an old fellow pick up almost 
to the end cigarettes, tryuig not to let people notice him, 
puU out a piece of note book paper, that was dirtier than 
his shirt and roU himself a cigarette witii the unsmoked 
tobacco he got from these leftovers. And m this sodety, 
tiiat is what he had become - a leftover. 
However, tius is a Uttle of what I wanted to taUc about. 
What 1 would like to get over is the treatinent society and 
the govemment departments dishes out to the welfare 
receiver, the person who because of certain circumstances, 
has his hand out for help. 
The bad-treatment, results because of two major rea-
sons. 1) The bureaucracy of Uie govemment departments 
but more importantly 2) the attitude of the members of 
tiiese departments, eitiier because of tiie general attitude 
of society or because of the constant environment in the 
bureaucracy. 
1 was spending a short period of time on the ground 
floor of the social security department (a short period of 
time is a couple of hours, it can be a whole day if you are 
desperate for money.) I had my ticket, -87,1 thuik it was. 
"85" - they called. A man in his late forties, who had 
just been telling me that he hadn't had a cheque ui weeks 
went up to the counter. 
There'd been a bureaucratic hitch. "We'U send it out 
as soon as possible." they informed him. "I need the mon-
ey right now," he desperately said. 
(There's nothing else to do but eavesdrop when you 
spend two hours waiting in the department's comfortable 
seatsand air conditioned comfort.) 
"Would you lUce the address of lifeUne", they offered. 
He argued some more and left. 
"86" - they caUed. A short man, he had a heavy acc-
ent. It was the same story with the "lifeUne" condusion. 
"I don't want charity!" he ydled, and stormed out in dis-
gust. The work in the department continued unperturbed. 
If you ever get on welfare or are on it now and they 
start to give you the shit - bold your dignity, don't let 
them put you down. The best bet is to work your way up 
the bureaucracy, don't take the shit as the first man did, 
don't storm out in di^st , demand to be heard further, 
demand to see the next person up the Une. Heavy them 
as much as they heavy you. But don't be surprised if you 
don't get anywhere. 
Then try tiie minister, he depends on votes and wUl 
either beUeve you or tiiem. And that's your last chance 
before the machine gun. 
Of course, aU people on welfare don't have trouble, 
niy concem in this article is tiiose that do. 
If you are on welfare or ever become dependant on 
welfare (students are one of the cases wheie welfare does 
not necessarUy reduce you to the lowest class level.) There 
are a few points I picked up which may help you. 
1) They aim to unbalance you and make sure that 
you know that you've got your handout. The methods • 
are simple. For example, if you are on unemployment 
benefits, they stop your payments for a period. The ahn 
is to give you greater incentive to find a job. If there's 
none - stiff shit and if you are a nuclear physicist you ac-
cept a labourers job. 
Remember that to appeal agauist the department de-
dsions wUl take tune. The red tape is their greatest friend. 
Remember, they put the hard Uners in the front line. 
Don't kid yourself— the woricers are usually there for 
themselves not for your assistance. They usually do as 
they are told and often teU you bullshit. Be wary of every-
thing they say. 
Don't take your chances if you can't afford it. 
Your best bet is to know someone in the department, 
he can overcome some of the difficulties for you and you 
can trust him to teU you the tmtii. 
AU in all, the basic problem is tiiat to run a welfare sys-
tem you need people who believe in welfare and under-
stand people. I don't blame the present workers in the de-
partment (I heard of one person who gives out his own mo-
ney to desperate people and they pay him back when they 
eventually get their cheques - they're either got theh 
hands tiedor are completely taken ui and only worry a-
bout promotion and better money. A few more people 
who cared would probably make a better welfare system. 
After you've sat in the ground floor ofthe socM secu-
rity department you perhaps wiU understand what happ-
ened in tiie fifties. People told me that tiie unemployed 
as a protest, marched to Pariiament House and boarded 
and barb-wired the pariiamentarians in. 
To my way of thinking the members of the govem-
ment wouldn't have minded, it probably would have gi-
ven them more time to debate tiie sfevere unemployment 
situation. Perhaps they would have also voted themselves 
a danger aUowance. Remember, don't let the bastards 
grind you down. D 
Joseph Monsour. 
screw the department 
a government employee 
Some months ago, an old man died at the ground floor 
counter of the Department of Sodal Security Builduig, 
295 Ann Street (fias is where 18 demonstrators were ar-
rested a few weeks ago.) It was a heart attack, and it did 
not make the Courier Mail or die Tdegraj^ h. Perhaps it 
wasn't newsworthy. 
In my wanderings, I came to work for the Department 
of Social Security. Having been a collaborator, I came to 
share much of the knowledge and guilt of its crunes. 
The Minister is Mr BUl Hayden, and his image in the 
lower echelons of the Deparbnent is not the best. He's 
seen as an idealist, vntiiout any real knowledge ofthe dai-
ly gruid. He's a fairly responsive man, witii a deal of ideo-
logical dhection. But, he doesn't make tiie decisions. 
These are made by Second Division Officers, who are 
still reveUing in die good old days of the Libera! Country 
Party, when you received $ 12 a week on the dole. These 
are tiie conservatives on twenty thousand upwards a year, 
who begrudgingly accept the (Urectives ofthe mutister, 
and gleefuUy make most ofthe poUcy dedsions. 
At die branch level, tiie Department is staffed by two 
mahi types - the school leaver and the tertiary dropout. 
The former is easUy nifluenced mto a pubUc service rai-
son d'etre, while the latter often doesn't give a damn. Botii 
are influenced by money, and their personalities and ideo-
lo^es vary, witii any hicrease of power. Some vote Lib-
eral, some vote Labor. Not many have any concrete ideas 
on what sodal security is aU about. 
That's the problem. Conservatism at a poUcy maWng 
level, and die basic conservatism of tiie white coUar work-
er. Gravitathig around the in-fighting for promotion op-
portunity. Gassical bureaucracy, and resultiing hieflici-
ency. 
The uijustices are enormous. Unemployment benefit 
is defined from above as "temporary" reUef funds. Pro-
vision is supposedly made for the chronicaUy unemploy-
able by other benefits - sickness and spedal benefits. 
Pensions are available. But as the mterim report on pov-
erty by the commission funded by tiie Whitiam govem-
ment shows, uneinployment benefit is always beneath 
the poverty level (aside - the report defines 25% of Que-
enslanders as severely poor or poor) 25% of the average 
weekly wage is a joke, even if it were paid. 
The worst aspect of the rules deUvered from above is, 
as dia^osed by the demonstrators, the rampant sexism 
(the act briefly defines die areas of operation ofthe de-
parbnent, but hi the case of unemployment and sickness 
benefit the pdUcy of the department is set out 'tn a thick 
book of confidential papers - open government?). In the 
case of sickness benefit, if a husband takes sick and his 
wife is earning $120 a week, he is stUl eUgible for a shigle 
man's rate, i.e., $31 a week. If the position is reversed 
and the working wife takes sick, she is ineUgible for bene-
fit, behig a dependant of the husband. 
A dc facto husband on unemployment benefit cannot 
claim for his wife unless she is looking after a child. The 
wife must clahn for herself. For many legal and social rea-
sons, many women do not wish to testify on an official 
document that they are l i ^ g in a de facto relationship. 
This brhigs us to tiie question of tiie black woman 
which sparked off tiie demonstration. (How unlucky -
one pubUc servant said in earnestness "it didn't matter 
whether she was right or wrong - she was black"). To 
find out if anyone has been defraudhig the AustraUan 
Govemment the department sends out one of itscUte 
SS officers - the inquiry officer (now touchhigly caUed 
tiie field officer). No one I asked seemed to be quite sure 
of tiie legal status of tiie inquiiy officer, but tiien not 
much was said about his quasi-crimuial activities. 
Shades of ASIO, inquiry officers peek through win-
dows of women's flats to see any teUtale signs of male 
occupation. They talk to neighbours about the immoral-
ity of the beneficiary, they normaUy accept thuigs at 
face value. 
Even if the claims were true, that the woman mention-
ed above had three or four de factos (technicaUy impos-
sible), it has to be proven that she is financially depend-
ant on one of tiiem before benefit can be stopped. What 
happens now is tiiat the future of many women and you-
tiis is dependant upon die twisted moraUty of some bour-
geois prick. 
• One inquiry officer's report that I saw was very terse. 
It said "long-haired hippy type - probably on drugs." 
Some of you may find yourselves hi tiie position of 
workhig for pensions or unemployment and sickness bene 
fits in tiie Department of Sodal Security. Or you may 
know some school leavers ui that position. Here are some 
guideUnes, so tiiat somethhig can be done at a base levd, 
for Chrissakes. 
Have a rationale for behig tiiere. Here are two: under 
die Dberal-Country Party govenunent socibl security 
meant diat you gave die poor money so tiit tiiey didn't 
become Communists, crindnals or poofters. Under the 
Labor government, sodal security's prindple is a bastard-
ization of tiie Marxist idea "To each accordhig to his 
(cont. page 9) 
(from page 8) 
need, from each according to his own". Though tiiat's 
probably a Uttie strong. 
Remember you're tiiere to help die people. This can 
best be done, by discreetiy teUhig fliem what to write 
on tiieir forms, and in tiieir letters. Rippmg damaguig hi-
formation off files or destroying it before it gets to files 
is easy. One innovative young lad ripped up an inquiry 
officer's report. It's a good idea, but somebody might 
missh. 
Screw tiie Department of Labour. They're the bloated 
bastards behhid the desk at employment offices. Social 
security makes tiie dedsions. They're only tiiere in an ad-
visory capacity as well as for administration. They are act-
hig aicgaUy when tiiey refuse people benefit because they 
don't wear shoes. You can normally tell the manager of 
die employment ofiice to "get stuffed" even thou^ he 
makes Uiree times your salary. Tear up the printed advic-
es they keep sending you. If you are not tearing up five 
a week, tfiere's something wrong witii you. 
Avoid red tape. Heavy everybody and watch while til-
ings get done. Don't stop tiU die cheques are out. Go to 
the top if you have to. 
Don't get promoted. Base graders are there to help tiie 
pubUc. People on higher salary are tiiere to kick shit -
workers in the bum, and woi^p the administration. Re-
member Lady Macbeth - money is everythuig. 
If you can bring a fat-cat down, do.But it's hard. It's 
best to ignore them, Uven the place up. Criticize freely. 
But be cautious, when you're doing things iUegaUy. 
FinaUy,you wUI have to be somebody special for them 
not to bruig you down. The best advice, unfortunatdy, 
is probably get out. 
And for those of you on the otiier end ofthe stick. 
For reasons outUned above, don't piddle around with 
the C.E.S. office. Go straight into the social security. 
Don't write, get amongst them. 
Don't be drunk or stoned when you go in. They sen-
se and wUl give you the "Your cheque wUl be tiiere in a 
couple of days". 
Get friendly witii the staff in tiiere. The nearest, pub is 
the Brisbane. It's cheatuig, but how bad do you need the 
money. 
Raise heU. They hate you for it, but they'll be glad 
too. 
Do defraud them. They're working on a case now, 
mvolving a Uttie old lady with upwards ofa hundred sick-
ness benefit claims throughout Australia. Be ambitious. 
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Christmas time Is a good time. Get a few friends together. 
Put m a couple of hundred claims. See someone hi there 
about it. Maybe some of them are honest and wUl help 
you. If things get tough, pull out. Your chances are good. 
Put in a claim while you are at Uni. Use a false name 
or not. You deserve tiie money. 
Wrke to Hayden. It scares them. They've even got peo-
ple just to look after people who write to theh ministers. 
On the demonstration, it was poorly organised. The 
people should have gone straiglit to the floor which deals 
with pensions. The ground floor is just tiie floor for gen-
eral enquiries. If you invade their sanctuary they go para-
noid. It would have been good for tiie mnocent young-
sters working there to see the poUce in action. 
Finally an anecdote - you may or may not have he-
ard. A magistrate in a provincial town in Victoria senten-
ced a 17 year old (I tiiink) youtii to nine montiis impri-
sonmeiit for vagrancy. On his aim was a tattoo "death be-
fore employment." 
Keep tiie blood otfyovi hands. It's hard to wash off 
O 
Written by a public servant who has since been transfer-
red to a different department in another state. 
It's up to you 
To mtriY trweKng <*« Pew Sttn^»s*m, 
a camera, a loaded wallet and a itream 
of fabulous beaches. 
But travelling can be quite different -
meeting new people, places, cultures and 
ideas. It can be e learning experience if 
you are willing to learn. 
And that's where AUS Travel comes In. 
We can provide you with cheap student 
fares to atfiKWt anywhere. No round the 
»w)d looff or cliched louriit packages. 
You can book for the 1975-76 student 
summer program from June onwards, 
We can take you there and Ihe rest is 
up to you. 
a Australian Union of Students Travel 
CAMPUS PHARMACY 
Shopping Centre 
University of Queensland 
ST LUCIA 
Telephone- • • 701509 
(ifttemai M82) 
PROMPT PRESCRIPTION SERVICE 
AGENT FOR 
PERFUMES COSMETICS 
Faberge Revion. 
Dana Cydac 
Lanvin Steiner 
Ltnootae Max I'actor 
PHOTO FINISHING 
24 Hour Black and Wliite 
Prompt Colour Service. 
Astro Alternative Health Centre 
union shop 
feed your particular habit 
* iweeti, tofteci and maiqr other goodies 
* fagi and liacd 
* newt^ ragi* and tn«gazinet 
* Uni T-«itirts and souvenir* 
(opposite Union Office) 
453 Milton Road, Auchenflower 
(Next to Wholefoods.) 
t Swedish Therapeutic Massage 
t Spmal Manipulations 
t Homoepathic Herbal and 
Biochemic Remedies 
t Kadionic Analysis 
10A-M.-6P.M, 
by appointment: 
phone- 708806 
EDDIE & BRENDA CRISP'S 
E ECTRA ECONOMV [£S^< ^^^ GUARANTEED WORKMANSHIP 
O E R V ICE 2 A Grade Mechanics 
O T A T I O N Jephson st, Toowong 
I J p E R A T i O N Specializing in British, 
^ particularly B.M.C. cars. 
SATURDAY MORNING LUBES AND SERVICES 
«\qHTOUU 
40U Milton Road, 
AUCHENFLOWER 
CONVENIENCE STORE 
OPEN TIL \t\vm\\ 
hine family fare 
532 MILTON ROAD, TOOWONG 
HOURS: -
8 A.M.-8 P.M. 
Monday to Saturday 
8 A . M . - 6 P.M. 
Sunday 
Delivery Free 
On Fridays. 
campus card & 
gift shop 
Gifts, cards, posters, candles, indiangear 
stationery and art supplies 
Union Shopping Arcade 8.30-5.30 daily 
toowong coin-op 
laundrette 
8 Sherwood Road 
(Next Coodes Cakes) 
Don't let washing interfere with 
week-end activities.Let us take 
care of your wash. 
* Concession Rate to Students 
on Service Wash 
* Dry Cleaning/Shoe Repair 
* Mending & Ironing Service 
* Open 7 days a week 
I 
Attendant present Sam - 12.30pm Mon-Fri 
geaney's pharmacy 
2 1 9 
Hawken Drive 
St. Lucia 
next to St Lucia News 
Agent for; -
COSMETICS 
Y 
Q Large range of perfumes 
I including NINA RICCI, 
/l^ ARPEGE, JEAN D'ALBERT 
• X KODAK & PACIFIC AGENCY 
Ricks 
Mountain 
Shop 
SPEOALIZED OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT 
For 
* Mountameering 
* RockcUmbuig 
•Caving 
* Overseas Travellers 
* Lightweight Camping. 
Tents, Packs, Sleeping Bags, Boots 
Climbing Equipment. Ropes, Clothing. 
CALL 531 MUton Rd. Toowong 
WRITE P.O. Box 12 Toowong 406« 
Phone 702294 or 933771 
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a.u.s looks at tertiary allowances 
Interview with TOM HURLEY (AUS 
Education Vice-President) by Peter O'Connor 
on 21 March, 1975. 
Tom, the level of the tertiary allowance is completely 
inadequate for any reasonable sort of living. Is AUS 
aware of this? If so, what sort of action is being taken 
to rectify the situation? 
Yes Peter. AUS is aware of this, because of the level 
of the allowance which provides the maximum income 
of $32 per week. Tlie Survey of June last year showed 
that the median expenditure of the student then was 
$42 per weelc. AUS asked in their submisaon to the 
Committee which was reviewing the scheme last Tuesday 
that the level for the first quarter of 1975 be set ui the 
region of $4S-$47. per week and also that it be indexed 
to the consumer price index. Apparently the Committee 
had wanned to the idea of indexing the level of allow-
ance but it looks like settling for a level of the allow-
ance below what we asked for. 
Is there any chance of increasing the level ofthe 
allowance this year? 
' I have already seer Jie minister once this year and 
asked him whether .peculation in the press conceming 
the level of the aLowance being raised were true. He 
said they were not true but we will be putting in a sup-
plementary submission based on the figures we presented 
to the committee reviewing the scheme. 
Surely with an increase in the pension and a prospec-
tive increase in unemployment benefits we can naturally 
expect the tertiary allowance to follow that up? 
You can expect it but it will only happen if it is cau-
sed. You can't live on expectation. 
How do you anticipate a rise will be caused? 
For 1975, we the officers of AUS will be makuig a 
supplementary submission to Beazley before the Federal 
Budget is set down, if there is money already in the De-
partment of Education's allocation, but essentially it will 
only be caused if students on campuses express mterest 
in the financial situations to their local members and sen-
ators. These are the people who will determine the level 
of the allowance for 7 5 , 7 6 , 7 7 and 78 . We can only 
put in tlie submission. The ultimate level of the allow-
ance we get from the government depends on the active 
support we get on campuses. 
Has AUS organised any campaign to allow this sup-
port to be demonstrated? 
This is a matter coming up at the Easter Education 
Conference and something which I have been trying to 
provoke some thought on and around the ideas that 
have come in some regions of Australia include mass 
rallies and sending deputations to the various parliamen-
tarians in the present parliamentary recess; as well as the 
normal letter writing and telegramming things. AUS is 
preparuig all manners of leaflets not only for students 
but also for the community at large. Unless they are pa-
rents of tertiary students they are relatively rmaware of 
what it is like to Uve on $32 per week, not forgetting that 
most students get less than $32 per week under the means 
test. 
Just talking about the means test one ofthe problems 
about the T^E.A.S. as far as a lot of people are concerned 
is the independence qualification which means often peo-
ple who have been alienated from their parents for some 
time and are not therefore receiving any parental assist-
ance whatever financially, are not able to get arty assist-
ance or sufficient assistance from the T.E.A.S. because 
the T.E.A.S. doesn't recognise that they are in fact inde-
pendent from their parents. Is there progress so far in 
improving this situation? 
That's hard to gauge. As present students can only be 
independent if they are married, over 25 or have been Uv-
mg away from home and have, been supporting themsel-
ves for more than two years. According to our meeting 
with the Committee, the Committee is not going to sub-
stantially change those three criteria. and it has not 
bought the idea that students who are living away from 
home from theh parents unda the age of 21 should be 
able to get the maximum allowance. At present they 
can't. People under 21 can only get the living-at-home 
rate as a maximum. The dilemma that is faced of course 
if students are IWing away from home, away from their 
J^arents estranged or not, according to the figures a rea-
sonable standard of livu^ which just provides the basic 
food, shelter and transport needs of anyone to live ui 
Australia now is approxunately $40 to $47 per week and 
theoretically this is what each family should be paying 
to each student living away from home each week. On 
the actual point you raised of people who are estranged 
from their parents, the committee a^ed us to present 
our thoughts in a supplementary submission on how a 
clause could be implemented in the scheme to give offi-
cers sufficient discretion to give students in need, estran-
ged from their parents, the full allowance. This is a vety 
difficult area to balance between giring the officers 
guidelines ahd discretions and of course the needs of 
students. 
So it really depends on how things work out with 
various submisssions? 
Yes, there is nothing concrete on that at present. 
Students still have to marry, tum 25 or support them-
selves for two years. 
Another problem which is always evident at this 
time of year is simply that people who have applied 
for the T.E.A.S. are just not getting it or haven't got 
it yet bemuse the Department just has not got round 
to sending it. Has there been any complaint made about 
this? 
Already, enquiries have been made by AUS to the 
Department of Education to monitor the payment of 
the allowances and they normally give us impressions 
which are so obviously falsely optimistic.as to be unbe-
lievable. Although, you have to give the Department 
sortie leeway on this, especially as the number of ap-
pUcations is vast, they tend to be late and a lot of them 
tend to miss out large slabs of the form which is neither 
the fault of the student, nor really the Department, but 
rather the form itself. However, by now, most students 
who are el i^le to receive payment should have receiv-
ed their cheques. If they haven't, then they diould eit-
her take it up with theh local union or with their local 
minister or their local parliamentary representative. 
Make them aware of the slothful administration. 
So in fact, with all the areas of problems with T.E.A.S. 
arid the improvement of these problems, it is necessary 
for students to actively support the AUS campaign on 
these matters and not just to generally complain about 
them. 
The days of the "caigo cult" politics have gone. The 
present scheme which relies more on the means test than 
on academic grounds was only introduced after AUS nego-
tiated and lobbied for it for 5 years, before 1972. Any 
improvements hi the scheme such as uidexation around a 
Uving level of aUowance and lessening the academic res-
trictions on it will only come throu^ students and per-
haps staff expressing their concem for it to the people 
who make the decisions conceming T.E.A.S. which is the 
Federal Govemment. 
What are the academic restrictions on T.E.A.S.? 
At present, there are something like eight pages of 
closely printed regulations governing the academic restri-
ctions. You can be rendered ineligible by becoming part-
time or faUing, for transferring and for a lot of other tri-
vial factors which last year rendered something like 
15,000 shidents ineU^ble for T.E.A.S. even though they 
could demonstrate economic need 'or uidependence. 
What we asked for when we saw the committee last THies-
day was that there be an automatic one year's grace for 
everyone on tertiary allowance to fail, to transfer or to go 
part-time. The committee didn't accept that. They seem-
ed to be thinkuig of first Uberalising a lot of the regulations 
which now stand, so that, for example, you would be 
able to receive benefits even if you passed only half the 
course. At present, you can only retain youreUgibaity if 
you pass more than half and simUarly they are loosenmg 
the definition of part-time shident so that more people 
who are quasii»art time wUI be eligible for tertiary allow-
ance. 
Well, we have heard about the committee and A US's 
submissions to it on all these various areas of student in-
terest. Basically what is it all about and how can we get 
to the committee and make our opinions known to them? 
The committee arose out of a comment in the AUS 
submission of 1974 on Student Financing which AUS 
submits annually. The present scheme was uitroduced in 
1974 after a year's preparation in 1973 and hi our 1974 
submission we pointed out many inconsistencies and 
many faults in the scheme e.g. the academic barrier rat-
ing out in many instances the needs basis of the scheme 
We urged in the 1974 submission that a review be set up. 
This review has been set up and takes the form of a com-
mittee consisthig of 4 people. They wiU report to the Min-
ist» for Education, Mr Beazley by the end of March or 
maybe a bit later. Mr Beazley will then consider the sub-
mission whh the report, hopefuUy pubUcly, so that stud-
ents too wiU be given a chance to let theur opmions be 
known. He wUl then take the recommendations to the 
Cabinet when they discuss the budget 'for 7 6 and for 
any proposed dianges of expenditure for the last half of 
75. Therefore the activities of students must be focus-
ed towards the Federal ParUament especiaUy the labor 
party, who are the people who will make the decisions 
governmg the level of aUowance for 7 6 and any changes 
possible for 1975. 
Will they have to do this before the budget? 
They wiU have to do this befire the budget in June 
or July. 
A.U.S. EASTER EDUCATION CONFERENCE 
REFERENCE PAPER - T.E.A.S. 
MEETING WITH THE WILLIAMS COMMITTEE-
TERTIARY ALLOWANCE SCHEME 
TUESDAY 18TH MARCH, 1975 
Dr Williams outlined what he described as the * thuikmg;" 
so far of the Committee under the following headuigs -
1. MEANS TEST: 
a) means testing would be based on after tax income; 
b) liberalised concessions regarding other dependents; 
c) no reduction in the age Umit of independence but a 
progressive means-test concession would be buUt in 
for dependent students aged 18-24. 
The issue of the option of living away from home at 
any age, wbich will not be recommended by the Commi-
ttee, led to a discussion on exercise of discretion with 
respect of parents with considerable means who repudi-
ate any obligation to assist dependent students. 
Dr Williams also laid emphasis on augmenting student 
loan schemes and seemed to stress the fact that where, for 
instance, students under the independent age opted to live 
away from home by choice, they would have to fund the 
additional expense by loans. 
On abatement, he indicated that the rate would be uni-
form and that where the test related to student means, 
the scale would be steeper in the case of working spouses 
and it also would be steeper, but not as much as ui the 
case of working spouses, for independent students. 
The abatement scale would continue to be set on the 
average weekly eamuigs scale calculated to the end of the 
previous June. 
Sibling concessions would not be varied as they were 
tied to genera] social service formulae. 
2. ALLOWANCES: 
All allowances would be calculated on the full year 
and the Uving at home rate increased appropriately and 
then periodicaUy adjusted. Adjustments would be on a 
six-monthly basis. Regarding student mcome aU earmngs 
will not be assessed for means test purposes, although. 
the penalty would be considerably less than one to one. 
There would be dependent concessions on means tests 
on additional eamings. One aUowance would cover every-
thing excluding fares. This not fuUy explained but presum-
ably these would be transit fares from rural districts to 
and from the places of education. 
AUowances would be lower in the mstance of technic-
al coUeges, where Dr WiiUams claims "course costs are 
significantly less". 
3. ACADEMIC: 
The committee was not enthusiastic about the M + 1 
submission. The foUowuig was the Committee's tWnking: 
a) the progressrequirement woiUd be reduced to 
50% of subjects undertaken each year; there would be 
a formula M + " an extra year to mop up where appro-
priate"; in the event of complete faUure, the faUed 
year could be repeated and aUowances restored after 
a lapse of two years. 
b) course transfers between simUar years would be 
permitted (e.g. Arts II to Medicine II) and then aUow-
ances paid on the basis on the longer coutse. The pri-
or progress mles for part-time students would now be 
waived. 
Timothy Leary caUed Dali, "the only painter 
of LSD without LSD," to which Dali replied, 
"I have never taken drugs, since I am the drug.' 
Salvador Dali, writer, engraver, Ulustrator, jeweller and 
one of the greatest painters ofthis century, was born m 
1904 in Figueras, Spain. A beloved brother, also named 
. Salvador, died three years before the second Salvador's 
birth. SaU said, "All the eccentricUies which I commit, 
aU the hicoherent displays, are the tragic fixity of my 
life. I wish to prove to myself that I am not the dead bro-
ther, but the livuig one." 
DaU was idoUzed by his famUy when he was a child, 
but he was lonely and living in a world of fantasy most of 
the tune. His drawhig ability and penchant for exhibition-
ism soon set him apart from other people. "At six, 1 wan-
ted to be a cook. At seven I wanted to be Napoleon and 
my ambition has been growing steadily ever since." He 
entered the Madrid School of Fhie Arts when he was sev-
enteen, but was expelled for announcing ui pubUc that he 
was more inteUigent than the professors who were to jud-
ge his abUky and refusing to be examined by them. 
DaU became mterested ui hnpressionism, the Italian 
metaphysical school, Futurism and Cubism and at the 
age of twenty one years was one of the foremost Catalan 
painters. He had become friendly with the great dhector 
Ltiis Bunuel, with whom he made the classic fihn Un 
Qiien Andalou m 1928. He also formed a deep friend-
ship with Garcia Lorca, whose ideas were important ui 
the evolution of Dali. Lorca composed the magnificent 
Ode to Salvador Dali and DaU pauited scenery for Lorca's 
play Maria Pineda. 
DaU completed his first Surrealist work in 1927 and 
encouraged by Mha went to Paris and met the great Sur-
reaUsts of the time: Paul Eluard, Max Ernst, Pablo, Pic-
asso, Rene Magritte and Andre Breton, the father-figure 
ofthe movement, who later expelled Dali from it. 
It is important to understand that the subversive chara-
cter of DaU had aheady shown itself well before his meet-
mgs with the Surrealists of Paris. WhUe a student, he had 
scandaUzed his home-town many tunes, such as the time 
when he subscribed to a communist newspaper. At this 
time he was stiU very interested in revolutionary philoso-
phies, although he never joined any poUtical party. He 
was twice expeUed from the Madrid School of Fine Arts 
for non-conformity. He spent some weeks hi prison be-
cause he was suspected of anarchist activities. One of his 
paintings was rejected for a show in Barcelona because of 
its doubtful character. The erotic symboUsm of his work 
and its power to shock came from the imagination of 
Dali; the revolution in his work began in the Uttle viUage 
of Figueras. 
Around the thne of his first Paris exhibition, DaU was 
obsessed by haUucinations and was acting irrationaUy. For-
tunately he met and feU m love with Gala Dluard, the 
queen of the SurreaUst movement; the 'Sunrealist Muse'. 
Gala became through her inteUigence and patience, one 
of the most unportant uiflucnces on DaU's life. They mar-
ried and Gala appears as the model for most of his female 
figures. She is, according to Paul Eluard, "the woman 
whose glance pierces walls." When asked why she and DaU 
had not had diildren, Gala said, mdicating her husband, 
"Why would 1 need children, I have hhn." 
During this time in Paris, DaU, m a very fertUe article 
caUed "L'Ane Pourri" analysed the power of the paranoic 
mind to make the field of image conjunction totally un-
Umited so that "comparison" vhtuaUy ceases to exist. The 
Unking of any number of reaUties becomes a gratuitous 
act controUed by the power for seeing in each object two 
or an uifinite quantity of others, the range and number de-
pendent on the power of deshe and obsession: "such a U-
mit does not exist or is solely commensurate with the par-
anoiac capacity of each individual." 
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BIETAMORPHOSIS OP THE CinTARPA 
prom top: Sodomldng bag-pipes, chambered zither-
flutei maaturbatiqg harp, mounted on a castrated 
pedestal 
HOLY TRINHY. HOLY PERSISTENCE OF MEMORY 
The binocular vision is the transcendant phydcal perception 
oftheTtinity. 
DaU's position was that paranoia, «iuch hi its acute 
stage which we caU abnormal or pathological, is basicaUy 
a mental mechanism that can be cultivated and controUed 
by the artist to extend the scale of analogies, and to de-
monstrate the high hicidence of subjectivity m what we 
caU "the world of reality." The miracle, accordhig to Dali, 
is that the resulting configuration is'acceptable and recog-
nizable by the viewer. "The paranoiac uses the exterior 
world to hnpose the obsesdve idea with the distuibuig 
particularity of maknig the reality of this idea valid to 
others. The reaUty of the exterior world serves as an U-
lustration and proof, and is put at the service of the real-
ity of oiir nund." 
Although DaU's associates did not possess the natural 
graui of paranoia with which he was richly endowed, the 
paranoiac understanding and representation ofthe ob-
ject, and the determuiation of its contingencies with ot-
her objects became the basic technique of surrealist art 
at the outset, and the examples are too numerous to cite. 
It forms the core of DaU's surprises, "absurdities" chaUen-
ges, ludicrous ones such as A Chemist Lifting with Extr-
eme Precautbn the Cuticle ofa Grand Piano. 
The Museum of Modem Art in New York showed works 
by Dali and Miro hi 1941. Other shovrings foUowed. The 
European avant-garde had made Us hiitial hnpact on Amer-
ican art; and the SurreaUsts with their theoty of automat-
ism hifiuenced the artists who later created Action Paint-
ing. Taking over the formal elements (Arshile Gorky) and 
techniques (Jackson PoUock) of SurreaUsm helped Amer-
ican art to find a way out of its crisis of identity. 
Possibly the greatest uifluence in Dali's Ufe is his home 
land. He disUkes leaving this part of Spain where he*was 
bom and now lives. This is the landscape so often shown 
in his paintings. "Port Uigat, one of the most banen 
spots Ul the world. The mornings there have a savage and 
harsh gaiety, the evenmgs often a morbid sadness." DaU 
and Gala Uve hi an assortment of fishing shacks, created 
into a house that Dali caUs his 'spiritual prison'. 
Each new visit to the studio brings the visitor more 
surprises. One day I found Dali surrounded by crusts of 
bread strewn over the floor, which he was struggUng to 
glue to the waU. His explanation was, "You know the 
Casa de las Conchas, this gooseflesh of architecture -
surely you know the house of sheUs hi Salamanca? WeU, 
I want to put into my house a sinular gooseflesh, but an 
edible one of bread!" 
After three days the crusts fell off, and Gala had them 
thrown outside to avoid an invasion of ants. Every day • 
brings Dali ideas ofthis type, each more msane than the 
one before. If he carried all of them out, the catastrophes 
they would bring about would make the house uninhabit-
able in short order. Fortunately, the vigilant Gala temp-
ers Dali's extravagances just as she curbed his madness, li-
miting and channeUng his irrationaUties mto fmUful means 
of expression. 
Gala's resistance to Dali's excesses is often a subject of 
discussion between them, for Dali sometimes gets obsti-
nate and insists on carrying out his foUies. Happily there 
are many places out of doors Uke the Throne Room where 
DaU can hang his elephant skuUs or his twisted roots. But 
he maintains that these places are only tame, substitutes. 
If he were alone, the House would be systematically orga-
nized madness of incongruous objects: gaudy chandeUers, 
coUections of string, bunches of buttons hanging from the 
ceUing, aU in obvious bad taste. 
As one observes the imitators of DaU muUiply all over 
the world, one feels that the artist has synchronized with 
the scientist who has projected his instruments and even-
tuaUy his person mto outer space. One tends to agree with 
artist-philosopher Ernst that "In yieldmg quite nahirally 
to the vocation of pushing back appearances and disturb-
ing the relationships of reaUties, it (the genius of the art-
ist) has contributed with a smUe on its Ups to the speed-
ing up of the general crids of conscience which must come 
to a head ui our time." 
Dali is a buffoon; a modem man; a master craftsman; 
a pafaiter of dreams; but always -
'DaH's Identity remauis entirety his own. Don Quixote 
in a siOc lounge suit, he rides eccentricalty across a visc-
ous and overUt desert, protected by nothing more than 
his furious moustaches.' D 
DEATH MASK OP NAPOLEON 
Pedestal saoophagus whkh accenting to Dali, contains the 
maximum ot imperial power. 
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Vietnam ^nothing is more important than freedom and independence^ 
REFLECTIONS ON THE VISIT OF VIETNAMESE 
WOMEN'S DELEGATION 
During the Easter period, four women from Vletn^fn 
two representing the DRV and two the PRG, came to 
Brisbane as part of their current visit to Australia. They 
are here at tbe invitation of 'Women in SoUdarity for 
Peace', a group organized specifically to allow greater con-
tact between Vietnamese and Australian women. 
Theh visit comes at a time when the US supported Thieu 
regime of South Vietnam is on the verge of total coUapse. 
After thirty years of war, firstly with the French colonial-
ists and then the U.S. imperiaUsts, both with their present 
puppet regimes in Saigon, the Vietnamese people are rap-
idly moving towards the final throes of their struggle for 
national uidependence and Uberation. 
The women were primarily concerned with conveying 
to the Australian people the nature of their struggle over 
the past 30 years; a struggle that is in accord with the bat-
tle that the people of Vietnam had to wage against Chm-
ese feudalism for 1,000 years; and agauist French imperial-
ism since France first colonized Vietnam ui 1857. h is a 
struggle for NaUonal Liberation. As the women stated on 
several occasions, "Nothing is more precious that independ-
ence and freedom." 
Particularly since the "temporary division" of Vietnam 
into North and South zones at the 17th parallel, hi accord-
ance with the 1954 Geneva Agreements, the way in which 
the war has been conducted has meant that the people of 
Nortii and the South have taken diverging paths towards 
Uberation. Under Ho Chi Mmh, the DRV attempted to 
move towards a sociaUst state, despite seven years of the 
most intensive bombing by the U.S.A. that any area of 
the world has ever.suffered. The North has been able to 
make sigtuficant attempts to develop a sociaUst state be-
cause after Dien Bien Iliu and the subsequent Geneva ac-
cords, it was recognized as a Vietmmh or nationalist com-
munist (Ho Chi Minh style) zone. The South was recogniz-
ed by the world as a 'democratic zone' to be protected 
from North aggression by the U.S., AustraUan and other 
'free' troops and materii. Thus the people of Uie South 
have had to fight a quaUtatively different battle - hence 
the formation of the N.L.F. in 1961 and then of the P.R.G. 
in 1969 - both crucial steps towards regaining control over 
their country and ousting the U.S. and the regime it crea-
ted in Saigon. 
While the North and South is one nation, the struggle 
is different in the North from the Soudi, and this was re-
flected in discussions wc had with the women duruig 
theh visit. The delegation covered many questions while 
they were here - the bombing in the North, the position 
of refugees during the present struggle (a question that 
the press was particularly fond of askhig), the contmued 
presence of many American mUitia hi civiUan guise in the 
South (the U.S. embassy in Saigon alone has 3,000 attach-
es), the estimated 260,000 poUtical prisoners stUl hi Thieu's 
jails, and the role of women during the past 30 years. 
It is this last question that we wish to take up m soihe 
detail, as we feel that the Vietnamese have been forced to 
question the traditional role ofwomen as wives and mot-
hers. We intend to take up the further question of the dif-
ferent roles of the women m the North and South, as the 
specificity of women's oppression has to be seen in the 
context of a particular poUtical situation. 
It must be emphasized that tiiis is but a brief critical 
description of the position ofwomen hi Vietnam, as the 
visit was veiy short and but a few questions were asked. 
Very Uttle has been written ofa critical nature on the 
role ofwomen hi thhd worid countries. 
In the context of a written history that dates back to 
5000 B.C. h is only the latter part which can be noted for 
the subjection of the Vietnamese people to prolonged for-
eign domhiation. The longest struggle was waged agahist 
intermittent Chhiese feudal intervention - agahist which 
the ^etnamese people had effectively organized and stru-
ggled from 11IBC - 981 AD. Numerous myths and stor-
ies which capture the role played by women hi the strug-
gle against foreign hitervention serve to reinforce the be-
Uef of the Vietnamese woman hi herself and her abUity to 
fight for her own and her country's Uberation. 
We asked linh Qui, a joumaUst from DRV to account 
for the significance of the historical tradition of heroism 
of Vietnamese women for the Uberation stmggle agahist 
die French and the U.S. She pohited out the hnportance 
of stories such as the Trung sisters who together with 36 
women generals led a people's army of 80,000 hi a suc-
cessful armed insurrection agahist the Chhiese in 40Ab. 
Yet whUe events such as this obviously become cataly-
sts in the consciousness-taishig process there stUl seems to 
exist a contradiction between the myth and the reaUty. 
We are presented with the idea of the Vietnamese wom-
en havhig a history of heroism, yet liiih Qui mentioned 
the relevance of the sayhig "// the enemy comes to the 
house, eysen the women can fight" 
Women's contribution to the present stmggle is so 
great because of the sociaUy determined greater capacity 
of aU women to the self sacrificial. She stated that nobody 
can be free if the nation is stiU under foreign power. Wo-
men" cannot be free if men are not free, and so women par-
ticipate m the struggle to bmld a better worid for children 
and family. "We are not heroic - we have no way out -
no choice." 
WOMEN OF THE DRV 
Duruig the eighty-five years of French coloniaUsm, the 
Vietnamese people were completely subject to Uie foreign 
power. Yet the women suffered further as their tradition-
al place in Vietnamese society ensured complete subjuga-
tion to the Vietnamese men. Women were the Slaves of" 
Slaves. The DRV joumaUst Lhih Qui sees the revolution 
of 1945 as a double revolution for women, as they threw 
off foreign domination, and tiieh relationship with men be-
gan to change as a dhect result of the subsequent 1946 con-
stitution, giving women 'equal rights with men'. 
linh Qui substantiated this beUef by statuig that wo-
men participate in aU spheres of production, and that wo- -
men are active m the poUtical sphere ofthe DRV,. Wom-
en constitute 29% of die National Assembly of tiie DRV, 
and at the district and provhicial levels 40% of represent-
atives aie women. 
We questioned her on the women in the National As-
sembly trying to ascertab what these women have hi com-
mon hi order to reach positions of poUtical power. (In ask-
hig this question, we were attempted to discover the relat-
ionship between kmship stmcture and the poUtical organ-
ization of the Vietnamese culture. JuUet MitcheU recently 
related the case in a Chmese viUage where aU the women m. 
positions of poUtical power are women who have remain-
ed in the viUage of tiieh origin, ratiier tiian tiiose women 
who have shifted to theh husband's village.) 
She repUed that because jyomen participate in aU sph- ^ 
eres of Vietnamese society, some are in a position to be-
come representatives of the people. The most competent 
of the women are voted for hi a democratic manner by 
the populace. But how do these women come to be more 
competent? Why are there only 29% women m tiie Assem-
bly if tills is the c&se? 
Breaking down the workforce along sex Unes hi the 
DRV, we were hiformed that women form 60% of agricul-
tural workers, 40% of factory workers and hi medical and 
educational work 80% of workers are women. linh Qui 
stated on several occasions that the latter was 'suitable' 
work for women because ofits Ught nature. Childcare 
faUs hito the category of medical work, and so the vast 
majority of creches hi the DRV are operated enthely by 
women. The North has stressed the coUectivization of child 
care because without it, women cannot go to work. Fact-
ories and schools are equipped with creches, thereby en-
suring women tiie right to work. But to many women, 
work means child care hi the creches. To date, there do 
not appear to be any moves to change Uiis situation. 
Women are not encouraged to have large famiUes in 
the DRV and both representatives from the North clahn-
ed they would be "blamed by society" for having a large 
number of diildren. Medical cUnics provide botii control 
information and contraception, and whUe free abortions 
on demand are available, die emphasis is upon 'prevention 
raUier than cure.' The justifications for bhth control were 
tiaditional in nature hi that tiiey were dhected prhnarily 
towards the weU-being and happiness of the children and 
husband, and only secondarily towards Uie women tiiem-
selves. For example, chUdren iieed4o be a reasonable dis-
tance apart so tiiat tiiey can be adequately cared for; hus-
bands Uke plenty of attention from their wives; and tiieh 
women need more tune to enjoy otiier tiungs tiian moth-
erhood. 
Throu^out the visit, h was evident that the women 
place enormous emphasis upon buUding a better society 
for tiieh children. Their love for chUdren was contmuaUy 
shown whenever AustraUan children were present. Linh 
Qui remarked Uiat die sentiment of tiie motiier wUl always 
want to stop the war. Women are caUedupon to sacrifice 
tiieir sons to tiie war effort, and tiiey leam to take pride 
hi this sacrifice. 
It seemed to us that emphasis upon motherhood re-
mains very strong in the DRV; that women remain con-
fined by theh role as wives and motiiers; yet tt is a role 
that has become accepted as integral to Uie national Uber-
ation struggle - to date. 
linh Qui stressed the progressive nature of women in 
the North i.e., their uicreasing participation hi society as 
a resuh of more advanced education. IlUteracy among wo-
men has greatly decreased during die period of US inter-
vention, as the DRV see as cmcial the need to educate the 
young to cope with the advanced technology that is being 
used against them. 
One question which we asked botii the North and 
South Vietnamese women concemed Uie fate of the Al-
gerian women revolutionaries. During the Algerian stmg-
gle against French imperiaUsts, the women participated 
in aU spheres, but after tiie revolution, Uiey retumed to 
their traditional role in society as primarily wives and mot-
hers. WUl the fate of Vietiiamese women be the same? The 
women in the DRV, Linh Qiu beUeves, are thhiking alw-
ays of that. Because of the emancipation ofwomen in the 
DRV, women wUl always participate equaUy with men. 
WhUe women do have' 'some difficulties compared with 
men in tiieh duties as wives and mothers", they are deter-
mined not to "lose theh rfehts". 
THE WOMEN OF THE PRG 
"Cbme along with us, demand the right to live with us. 
Defend our young lives and happiness ", The whole 
enemy unit moved and stirred, then stepped aside, 
then folbwed the demonstrators. 
- from a poem by Giang Nam called "The Long 
Haired Army". 
Because of the more direct confrontation with 31 years 
of US impcriaUsm in the south, the path towards liberation 
of wonien has been quaUtatively different from their sis-
ters hi the North. We spoke to Madame Chii froni the Un-
ion of Women for tiie Liberation of South Vietnam who 
told us that women participate and play an important role 
in poUtical work which centres around two different areas 
of struggle. The work of persuading people to join the stmg 
gle, organizing protest demonstrations, planning raUies to 
raise people's spirits and persuadhig solcUers hi the Saigon 
army tb desert - aU this work is carried on by a move-
ment ofwomen the enemy has caUed "The Long Haired 
Army". These women have no weapon but the power of 
theh tongue. 
As the organizers of the demonstration set out on theu 
march to the enemy's offices hi each dty titeir ranks sweU 
as they pass throi^ the countryside - one sudi demon-
stration gathered 20,000 women. Once there, women 
mi^t dump the bodies of any slain on the way on the 
lawn of the enemy's offices, demanding satisfaction on is-
sues ranghig from "protection from the Saigon regime ag-
amst its own crimes" to higher salaries for Saigon tro-
ops hi the hopes tiiat at least tiie looting and raiding of 
v ^ e food suppUes wUldisconthiue. To take over and oc-
cupy villages for weeks hi order to halt troop movements 
requhes very high morale and courage, an ongoing organ- • 
ization and a leadership capable of prompt effective reac-
tion to enfemy counter attacks. If a demonstration is suc-
cessful the leaders become the vanguard and go on to or-
jjanke the next demonstration. 
Madame Chu said tiiat they expiahi to tiie Saigon sol-
diers about tiie Paris agreement and ceasefire - hiforma-
tion tiiat Thieu has kept from tiiem. "They would not 
fight if Uiey knew." Women expiahi to tiiem "we are in 
tiie same famUy and to fulfiU tiie Paris agreement we need 
national reconcfliation - sisters and brotiiers togetiier." 
When it is explahied to tiiem Uiat tiiey are dyhig for Thieu 
and U.S. tiiey are surprised. About 100,000 Saigon sold-
iers have not donetilieh duty properiy as a direct resiilt 
ofthis - tiiey report bicorrectiy. The Uberation forces 
have said tiiat Ughtiiing attacks on Uie cities - Uke tiie Tet 
offensive of 1968 - and tiie present situation hi Vletiiam 
would have been hnpossible witiiout tiiis form of poUtical 
struggle and subsequent support of Uie Vietiiamese people. 
The other forni of poUtical work goes on in the P.R,G, 
or Uberation areas. Changhig the consdousness and expec-
tation ofwomen is of utmost importance here. Some wo-
men feel more afraid and feel less capacity to do tilings 
tiian men but Madame Chu says, "We must change this 
by teUing women not to fed in tiiemselves inferior and by 
showhig by example that women can do everytiiing tiiat 
men can do." She mentioned the problem witii some 
men who stiU have the old traditions thick in theh heads. 
They have to learn to respect women who play as signifi-
cant a role in society as they do. "Women will never be 
Uberated if the country is not Uberated, hi order to liber-
ate the country, wonien must be liberated." 
Women hold important positions witiiin the army and 
administration of Uie P.R.G. 40% of reghnental comman-
ders of the P.LA.F. are women and Madame Dinh is tiie 
Deputy Commander m Chief of the P.L.A.F. Madame 
Bhih is Vice President of the Union of Women for tiie Lib-
eration of South Vietnam, tiie Foreign Minister ofthe 
P.R.G, and was Uie cJiief negotiator in Paris for the P.R.G. 
THE LOTUS LIVES IN THE MUD, BUT DOES 
NOT HAVE ITS STENCH 
The rehabiUtation of Vietnamese women who have been 
forced into the position of prostituting themselves to Am-
erican soldiers is something which should concem all peo-
ple. Women who are involved in tiie political stmggle in 
the liberated areas have a special duty towards assisting 
tiieir sisters. Madame Chu emphasized that Uiey view tiie-
se women as victims ofthe enemy and consequently con-
sciousness-raising groups have been organized to help 
them overcome feelings of shame and humiliation. She 
said tiiat unhke otiier third world cultures, rent by the 
effects of imperialism the Vietnamese do not reject raped 
or prostituted women as social outcasts. They are mak-
ing every effort to understand and change tiie position 
such women find tiiemselves m. They wUl give tiiem ev-
ery opportunity to assist tiiem to fi^t for tiieh own and 
Uieh country's Uberation. 
There are stiU about 5d milUon prostitutes in Saigon. 
Many of these women were lured from the country to 
Saigon with promises from Westmoreland of "food", 
"shelter", and "jobs" which came to tiiis: 
A series of packing case towns with exactly three 
kinds of industry: the taking of American laundry; 
the selling of American soft drinks to American sol-
diers; and prostitution for the benefit of A mericans. 
- Fitzgerald in 'Women in Vietnam', p 89 
Since the withdrawal of American troops these wom-
en have become even more psychologicaUy and econom-
ically trapped and destitute than before. The most attrac-
tive ones StiU service tiie 15,000 U.S. "civiUans" who re-
main in Vietnam as advisers to Thieu's army and poUce. 
Not only are many women psychologically destroyed but 
Uiey have contracted aU forms of venereal diseases and •a 
number of tiiem have, of necessity to compete, gone 
through plastic surgery to westernize tiieir bodies. 
But such is the stiength of the Vietnamese women 
that some of them have gone through aU this and stUl man-
aged to play a significant role agahist the Americans. Shn-
ply by being women - hence not taken seriously - they 
have managed to Ue in the right places at the ri^t times 
and gathered valuable information. Because of their know-
ledge of US army bases, their free gate passes to bases and 
theh abUity to smuggle explosives and weapons by pure 
bluff many women have worked towards the liberation of 
their countiy. It is this valuable contribution that is emph-
asized by the people of Uie PRG when helping theh sist-
ers re-estabUsh themselves in Vietnamese society. 
Quang TrI Province.PRQ, 1972: 
Ex-ARVN soldiers turn their weapons over to 
the People's Revolutionary committee. 
To understand rape in Vietnam would require a frame-
work much more spedfic than tiiis one, yet we feel in the 
context of a discussion on women in Vietnam we cannot 
disregard the question of rape. The onslaught of bmtal sex-
ual aggression (American style) is a phenomenon alien to 
Vietnamese culture. There are virtually no verified reports 
of rape committed by N.L.F. or Nortii Vietnamese troops. 
The attitudes and training of recruits to tiie PLAF are such 
tiiat a regimental poUtical officer explained: 
We reject the concept that the masses are simply "can-
non fodder" who will blindly follow their leader. We 
want people who know exactly why they do what they 
do, who act together when the occasion demands, but 
each of whom is a separate being bringing his/her own 
experience, intelligence to bear on the concrete prob-
lems to be solved. This makes unity a creative, living 
concept, and not just a slogan. 
- Burchett, 'Vietnam will Win', p. 19 
This attitude to the people is in sharp contrast lo the 
"mere gook rule" of American soldiers wliich emphasized 
that Vietnamese are not quite human. American soldiers 
were kept ignorant of decision makhig processes and of 
the tme nalure of the war. If they cannol control the des-
tiny of their lives they desperately seek for an outlet to 
prove Uieir racial and sexual superiorhy. An American 
corporal puts it: 
Mmper fioreat 1 5 . 
they (superior officers} make you want,to kill; 
their whole thing is killing. You 're not to question, 
you 're not supposed to ask why. If you 're told to 
kill, you kill. \ 
The American war machine has tried every tactic to 
destroy tiie fabric of Vietiiamese sodety. Friends and 
famiUes have been destroyed by bombs. Defoliation of 
tiie countryside has meant enforced subsistence in refu-
gee camps. Women have been systematicaUy and offici-
aUy (by virtue oftadt offidal support and approval) rap-
ed. Women have given bhth to babies witii flippers, in-
stead of arms, babies witiiout tear ducts, babies wiUi kid-
ney defects, babies with brain damage and pointed heads 
- tiie direct result ofthe defoUant "agent orange", the 
main purpose of which is to deform unbom babies of 
pregnant women and which results in six times more chro-
mosomic breaks than survivors of Hiroshima. During tor-
ture and raids on villages, women's sex organs have been 
ddiberately mutilated. 
When we queried Madame Chu on tiie difierence be-
tween the position ofwomen in post-revolutionary Al-
geria and future post-war Vietnam, she emphasized the 
important role played by women m the war against the 
French, Japanese and U.S. which has endured so long. 
Women are a great force and reaUy participate in war as-
sistance. "While fighting we have managed to do every-
thing, everything tiiat men can do." Women are leaders 
in tiie Central Committee of tiie PRG and also in local 
organizations. They have gained equal riglits witii men 
by tiheir own blood - in tiie prisons (there are still 
250,000 political prisoners hdd by Thieu), in the brotii-
ds, in the fields, in the dty. In tiie programme of tiie 
N.L.F. and P.R.G, it is expressed tiiat women must have 
equal riglits witii men. 
After the war, we must heal the wounds ofthe war. 
Men need us. We will always keep our equal rights. 
Men and women together will rebuild the country. 
SYLVIA INNES 
GLOSSARY 
POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY 
DRV 
PRG 
RVN 
(Democratic Republic of Vietnam); Ho Chl Minh be-
came the (Irst President ot this Republic, governing all 
of Viet Nam until 1954. Since 1954, the DRV roters 
to the area north of the 17th parallel. (Provisional Revolutionary Government of Soulh Viet 
Nam)! the coalition government formed In 1969 that 
adopted the political programme of the National Lib-
eration Front and represent! most of the Vietnamese 
people south of the 17th parallel. PRG aieas are also 
called liberated areas. 
(Republic of Vietnam or Thieu Regime): State origin-
ally declared by DIom, 195s, In violation of Geneva ac-
cords. This government controls a few cities In South 
Vietnam and Is financed by ths US government. 
POLITICAL ORGANIZATION 
NLF (National Liberation Front) coalition of organizations 
dedicated to overthrowing US domination of South 
Viet Nam — also known as the Front. 
Vietmlnh (Front for the Independence of Vietnam): VIetmlnh 
coalition of organizations formed In 1941 to tight 
against Japanese and French for Vietnamese indepen-
dence. 
ARMIES 
(Peoples Liberation Armed Forces): Army organized 
by NLF. 
PLAF 
chitepo 
THERE ARE SOME MEN 
There are some men 
who should have mountains 
to bear their names to time. 
Grave markers are not high enough 
or green, 
atui sons go far away 
to lose the fist 
their father's Itand will always seem 
Nor is this a mourning-song 
but only a naming ofthis mountain 
on which I walk, 
fragrant, dark, and softly white 
under the pale of mist, 
I name this moimtam after him. 
IN MEMORY OF HERBERT CHITEPO 
On March the IStii, 1975, Herbert Chitepo. Chairman 
of ZANU (Zimbabwe African National Union) died in 
his home in ChUenje South, Lusaka, under the most sus-
picious of chcumstances. One of his body-guards, Silas 
Shamiso, was also seriously injured and taken to Lusaka 
Hospital. It is beyond aU doubt Uiat Chitepo's death was 
not due to natural causes, 
Ih recent months, Chitepo, has been subjected to an 
intense smear campaign by forces in Zimbabwe who op-
pose immediate majority rule on tiie basis of one person, 
one vote. 
Chitepo's death and the recent arrest of Ndabanlnsi 
Sithole, President of ZANtI, on trumped up charges, can 
only be seen hi the Ught of the systematic elimination of 
ZANU leaderahlp. At the same time, there have been 
many attempts, suice 1966, to bomb several offices of 
ZANU, one such attempt killing one member of the Lus-
aka ofHce staff. These attempts are part of a wider cam-
paign to try to break up the organisation and to stop its 
intense and largely successful opposhion to the Smith re-
gime. 
This campaign is similar to that hunched in Mozam-
bique and Guinea Bissau when Dr Eduardo Mondlana, 
President of FRELIMO and AmUcar Cabral, President of 
PAIGC were both murdered in simUar chcumstances to 
Chitepo. 
However the struggle for independence in both these 
countries was achieved and the death of Chitepo and the 
arrest of Sithole wUl only spur on the struggle of ZANU 
to work for the liberation of Zimbabwe from the forces 
of colonialism, neccoloiualism and facism, so that the 
people of Zimbabwe wiU finaUy have full independence 
and the right to determine their own affaus. D 
HERBERT W. CHITEPO: LAWYER, 
PLAYWRIGHT. REVOLUTIONARY 
On March 18th 1975 in tiie Lusaka township of ChU-
enje South, an assassin's landmine, planted during the 
night, robbed Zimbabwe of one of the most remarkable 
revolutionary leaders that Africa has produced this cen-
tury. Like Edwardo Mondlane of Mozambique and Ami-
Icar Cabral of Guinea-Bissau, who also died at the assas-
sin's hand in 1969 and 1973 respectively, Herbert Chit-
epo's ideals and selfless dedication wiU continue to insp-
he revolutionaries everywhere for generations to come.. 
Those AustraUans who met liim during his 1973 visit to 
Australia will agree with this assessment. 
1. THE EARLY YEARS 
Bom in June 1923, in tiie Inyanga District in Eastern 
Zimbabwe, Herbert Chitepo's fatiier died when he was 
only three year's old. Thus his stmggle tiirough life start-
ed early. Witii tiie help of missionaries at St David's Mis-
sion at Bonda, Chitepo attended school at St David's and 
later at St Augustines m tiie Penalonga District of Zimba-
bwe. 
His scholastic abUities soon became evident, so he 
left for South Africa in 1943 where he trained as a teach-
er at Adams CoUege in Natal, He returned to St August-
ines to teach, but a year after he was back at Adams Col-
lege to matriculate. He tiien proceeded to Fort Hare Uni-
versity CoUege where he gained a Bachelor of Arts degree 
in 1949. 
2. THE BARRISTER AT LAW 
Soon after graduating at Fort Hare, Chitepo left for 
London where he worked as a research assistant in Sliona 
(Zimbabwe's national language) at tiie London School of 
African and Oriental Studies. At tiie same time, he stud-
ied Law and was admitted to the Bar in Britain in 1954. 
It was during this stay in London that Chitepo wrote num-
erous playsrn Shona, two of which were published. One of 
tiie plays "Soko Risina Musoro" (A Tale witiiout a Head) 
received such wide acclaim that tiie British Broadcasting 
Corporation got it translated aiid produced it in 1960. 
^ cont over the page) 
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The play portrayed African culture and values as without 
a beguining and tiierefor without end. It emphasised die 
permanence of African ways, beliefs and patterns of tho-
ught in spite of European invasion. His penetrating and 
Uluminating analysis of traditional African practices has 
become a classic. 
On his retum to Zimbabwe, Chitepo found that the 
settier laws did not allow him to set up a legal practice be-
cause he was black. Salisbury was reserved for white peo-
ple only. Chitepo fought this provision ofthe law. Thus, 
the now famous "Chitepo Amendment" to the Land Ap-
portionment Act, was passed tiirough the all-white parlia-
ment to allow him to become the first African ever to set 
up a legal practice m Zimbabwe. 
For the next five years he thne and agahi defended 
African politicians and members of the African National 
Congress (ANC) appearmg before tiie Beadle Tribunal hi 
1959 on behalf of those Africans detained under the 
State of Emergency. In 1960, he became a Member of the 
Council of tiie National Democratic Party, the major Afri-
can political organisation founded after the banning of the 
ANC by the Soutiiem Rhodesian Govemment. At the end 
of 1960, he received a personal invitiation from Sir Edgar 
Whitehead, Prime Minister of Southem Rhodesia, to join 
tiie Southem Rhodesia delegation to tiie Federal Review 
Conference in London, but he refused, stathig thathe 
would only attend as a delegate of the NDP. In the end, 
he went to London as legal adviser to the NDP delegat-
ion. 
In the meantune,his legal practice contuiued to grow 
rapidly as did his reputation as a brilliant barrister hi 
some of tiie most sensational legal cases in Zimbabwe's 
history. 
3. TANZANIA'S DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC 
PROSECUTIONS (1962-5) 
In 1962, he accepted an hivitation from Juhus Nyerere, 
tiien Prhne Minister of Tanganyika, to become Tangan-
yika's Director of Public Prosecutions. 
Folio wng tile bannmg ofthe ZAPU (Zhnbabwe Afri-
can Peoples' Union) in September 1962 - to which Chit-
epo was chief legal adviser - he was instrumental in foun-
ding tiie ZANU (Zimbabwe African National Union) on 
August 8,1963 and was elected to the position of Nation-
al Chairman in 1964. 
After tiie Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU) 
was banned by the Smitii regime hi August 1964, the ma-
jority ofthe ZANU leadership were put under restriction 
detention or imprisonment without trial. The task of con-
tinuing tiie struggle for uidependence devolved on Chite-
po's shoulders: He set up a ZANU headquarters-in-exile hi 
Lusaka, Zambia. This, he emphasised was a purely tempo-
rary measure until such time as suffident territory has 
been liberated inside Zambia to enable the party leader-
ship to operate from Zimbabwe soU. 
4. CHAIRMAN: ZANU REVOLUTIONARY 
' COUNCIL (1965-69) 
With Ian Smith and his settiers threatenhig to seize 
Independence illegally in 1965, Chitepo had to act deci-
sively. He tendered his resignation as Director of Public 
Prosecutions to Tanzania's President Nyerere and got to-
gether with other ZANU leaders and supporters to estab-
lish a sixteen-member Revolutionary CouncU which was 
to plan the execution of the armed struggle for the total 
Uberation of Zimbabwe. He was unanhnously elected 
chahman of the Coundl. 
The years 1965-69 were the most difficult m the stri^-
gle for Zhnbabwe. The Party ladced boUi ideological and 
mihtary skills to wage a successful people's war. The first 
guerillas, ever to operate inside Zimbabwe were deployed 
hi early 1966. There was a naive beUef Uiat the people, be-
cause of theh oppression would automatically welcome 
the guerillas, give them food and shelter and take up arms 
to elimhiate the oppressor. This hi fact was not the case. 
The early ZANU guerillas found people cautious and too a-
fraid of the white regime to {^ ve full support to the gueril-
las, let alone take up arms to fight. So tiie years 1965-69 
saw tiie ZANU guerillas so disillusioned by the peasant's 
reactions that they were compelled to operate iii increas-
hig isolation from the people. This made them easy targ-
ets for the rebel forces of Ian Smith. Further, the Revolu-
tionary Council was so krge and ideologicaUy diverse that 
Uie decision makmg process became increasingly slow and 
cumbersome as the struggle continued to produce Uttie re-
sults on the miUtary front. 
5. CHAIRMAN: "DARE RE CttlMURENGA" 
(SUPREME COUNGL FOR WAR) 1969-75 
However, hi March 1969, Chitepo convened a Spedal 
Review Conference of ZANU militants. At this Conference, 
Chitepo's leadership was reaffirmed; it was further realised 
that the 16 member Revolutionary Council was too cum-
bersome for quick miUtary dedsions. This was scrapped 
and replaced by an eight member Supreme Council of 
War, with Chitepo as Chairman. Various modifications 
were made hi areas of military tactics and strategy. One 
area vdiich received particular attention was the poliUci-
sation of die masses hiside Zimbabwe. 
At this Conference, particular attention was paid to id-
eological questions. It vras realised that full mass mobilis-
ation for a successful people's war could only be possible 
if a clear ideological Une was formulated as a basis of poU-
tical education at the ZANLA Military College. The gradu-
ates of Uie College would tiien take tiie message into Uie 
Zimbabwe countryside. 
It was overwhelmingly dedded at tiiis Conference tiiat 
tiie ZANU line shaU be guided by Marxism-Leninism to 
tiie extent tiiat it applies to the concrete shuation hi Zim-
babwe. Where Marxism-Leninism could not be applied, 
Uien tiie hiventive genius of our people would take over. It 
was also at tiiis point tiiat relations with tiie Chinese was 
strengtiiened. 
Thus, armed witii an articulated analysis of Zhnbabwe 
sodety and a ZANU blueprint for tiie future, spedally 
trained Zimbabwe African National Liberation Army 
(ZANLA) cadres were dispatched into the countryside 
to psychologicaUy prepare tiie people for tiie armed stmg-
gle. Thus, the years 1969-72 were spent on massive politi-
cal mobiUsation of Uie peasants inside Zimbabwe. This 
mobiUsation was accompanied with the hitroduction and 
stockpUing of military hardware in safe places. Groups 
were trahied hi weapon usage while others were sent out-
side the country for more rigorous and spedalised train-
hig. 
By 1972, ZANU was now ready to truly wage a people's 
war. 
6. ZANLA SCORES VICTORY AFTER VICTORY 
(1972-75) 
The result ofthis poUtidsation soon became clear. 
ZANLA guerillas had operated inside Zimbabwe for up 
to two years without being detected. When tiiey stmck 
in December 1972, the Smith reghne was caught by com-
plete surprise. It was shocked to discover tiiat theh tiad-
itional sources of hiformation had dried up and could get 
no African hi the ZANU occupied areas to inform ZANLA 
gueriUa activities. 
The Uiegal Smith regime panicked; they tried to close 
the border with Zambia, only to reopen h hi utter humil-
iation; tiiey unposed collective puni^unent on African vil-
lages only to find peasant commitment to Uberation un-
shaken; they closed schools, shops, hosphals and coUeges 
only to find hardening of peasant attitudes. They then de-
cided to evacuate the whole of the northern region because 
the peasants had been "contaminated" and therefore had 
to be "screened for security reasons" and had to be resett-
led hito "safer" areas. This would have involved up to 
600,000 peasants. This became even more impracticable as 
Smitii discovered the extent to which ZANU had establish-
ed itself among the people. 
So Smith decided to create "protected viUages" where-
by tiiousands of peasants were put hito barbed wire enclo-
sures which were to be flood Ut around Uie clock. Scores 
of these were established but this faUed to blunt 21ANirs 
thmst into the Zimbabwe countryside. 
By 1974, ZANU's operational zone had extended to co-
ver 50,000 square miles involving some two miUion peop-
le. 
It was because of these successes coupled witii FRELIMOs 
victory m Mozambique that Vorster compeUed SmiUi to 
release ZANU and other leaders and start taUcs on transfer 
of power to the majority of the people of Zimbabwe. 
7. THE LUSAKA TAUCS (3-9 DECEMBER 1974) 
Ndabanhigi Sitiiole (ZANU President,) Robert Mugabe 
(ZANU Secretary General) and other prominent leaders 
were temporarily released from Smith's jail to go to Lus-
aka hi October and November to consult with the ZANU 
"Extemal" whig under ChUepo on the possibility of a set-
tiement with the settiers. 
Thus for tiie first thne m eleven years, tiie "intemal" 
leaders under President Sithole and the "external" lead-
ers, under Chairman Chitepo met. They quickly came to 
the conclusion that mUitaiy operations by ZANU would 
only be suspended in retum for majority rule. This posi-
tion they dedded was non-negotiable. 
Both Smith and Vorster publicly condenmed Chitepo 
and tiie ZANU "extemal" wmg for behig responsible for 
the ZANU uncompromising stand. They even attacked 
President Nyerere for supporting the ZANU stand. Thus, 
Chitepo was shigled out as the main stumbUng block in 
the way of a settiement. Smith and Vorster were aware 
of his international prestige and his influence hi ZANLA 
and they dedded that he had to be silenced forever. 
8. THE LUSAKA AGREEMENTS (7 DECEMBER 1974) 
On December 7, ZANU agreed to form a United Front 
writii ZAPU, ANC and FROLIZI. Chitepo was very ada-
mant that the four groups could not be fused into one or-
ganisation hnmediately as the other Uuee wanted. Since of 
the four groups only ZANU had troops operating hiside 
Zhnbabwe, a complete fusion would seriously jeopardise 
the security of ZMIU forces and thus undermine the 
whole armed straggle. Ke conthiuously renunded the med-
iators (Kaunda, t«fyerere, Khiuna and Mac^el) tiiat ZANLA 
was Ute only trump card the people of Zhnbabwe had. 
ZANLA therefore had to be kept hitact at aU costs. 
It was tiierefore taciUy agreed diat each group would 
mahitain some identity of its own tiU the Congress hi 
March hi Zimbabwe, where all groups would merge hito 
tile ANC, under a single newly elected united leadership. . 
9. ZANU CONSOLIDATES (DECEMBER 1974 • 
MARCH 1975) 
The montiis tiiat foUowed tiie Lusaka Agreements saw 
tiie ZANU Une for immediate majority mle and independ-
ence receive almost unanimous popular support from the 
workers and peasants of Zimbabwe. The so-called moder-
ates were not even game to publidy support tiie Vorster-
Kaunda plan of immediate "parity" and majority rule in 
five years. Thus SiUiole and otiier ZANU leaders were 
fast emerging as Uic only spokesmen for the people of . 
Zimbabwe. The * 'moderates" hdd their peace for fear of 
exposing and discrediting themselves forever. 
At the same time, tiiousands of Zimbabweans have 
been fiocking from aU parts of Zimbabwe into the ZANU 
operational zones to receive military training in prepara-
tion for Uie armed struggle in their own areas. 
Thus the past four montiis has seen Uie military and 
political consolidation of ZANU inside Zimbabwe. This 
alarmed our opponents. In desperation, the rebel regime 
in Zimbabwe arrested President SiUiole on March 4 and 
two weeks later, Chairman Chitepo was assassinated on 
March 18 in Lusaka. 
10, THE ASSASSINATION OF HERBERT CHITEPO 
(18tii MARCH, 1973) 
We will probably never condusively prove who planted 
the fatal bomb. But tiie only question tiiat has to be ask-
ed, is who stands to benefit most from Chitepo's removal? 
Certainly not tiie Zhnbabwe Revolution. The kind of per-
sonal attacks directed to Chitepo for organising "terror-
ism" origuiating from tiie rebds in Salisbury dearly indi-
cate tiiat tiiey have had a hand m it. After all, Smith has 
been offering tiiousands of doUars to anyone '"who cau-
sed tiie deatii or capture of a terrorist leader'" No doubt 
someone is laughing all tiie way to die bank! 
11. CHITEPO: LAWYER, PLAYWRIGirr, 
REVOLUTIONARY 
MiUions of Zimbabweans are in tears today for the un-
timely loss of Herbert Chitepo. As the first black ever to 
practice hi Zimbabwe, his name had become a household 
word, not only for his legal skiUs, but also because he 
made these skills available, not only to nationalist poUti-
cal leaders, but also to the humblest and poorest peasants. 
He never made money from his profession. Most of his 
clients were tiiose who could not afford to pay. It was a 
free service to the oppressed people of Zimbabwe. 
Fewer people wiU remember hhn as a playwright but 
tiiose of us who do, wiU no doubt be insphed by his des-
he for the full restoration of Zimbabwe reflected hi his 
plays. His dedication to tiie rebhtii of Zhnbabwe is reflec-
ted by Uie fact tiiat he wrote his plays in Shona, while aU 
his contemporaries wrote hi English, French or Portujgu-
ese. While others addressed tiiemselves to tiie westem b-
teUectuals and westem tramed African eUte, Chitepo ad-
dressed himself to his own people. 
The world wUl remember hhn as a revolutionary of the 
highest order. Here was a man, who gave up tiie highest 
legal post Tanzania could bestow. It was a prestigious weU 
paid job. But he chose to work for his people's Uberation. 
ZANU paid him $4 a week to Uve on. He cJiose to waUc.un-
der constant threat of death for his people Ultimately he 
died for his people. 
ZANU will remember him as a man of inexhaustible 
patience; as a leader who always felt most comfortable wiUi 
the common people; as a concUUator but a man of unshak-
en principle; as an innovator m poUtical and military strat-
egy; as a leader of ideological clarity and above all, as Uie 
man who kept ZANU togetiier durhig tiie most critical 
years. 
Those who have met Chitepo wiU remember him as a 
warm, humane,gentle and sensitive man. He had that ca-
pacity to make aU people he met feel hnportant; he tho-
ught aU people were important. 
Zhnbabwe Revolutionaries, particularly the Zimbabwe 
African National Liberation Anny (ZANLA) will make 
sure that Chitepo's ideals wiU live hi Zhnbabwe forever.. • 
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Reflections 
vi'ur.t.-Mat.ta — 
Hawaiian James Jones negotiaiing ti.e cool walBrs of Emerald City Photo Warren Bolster, 
The dawning of Easter saw the hordes on the mow, 
tearing along those endless bitumen ribbons threading 
through this glorious land (our Oz, it's a bloody beaudy) 
preparuig to ravage and plunder aU available delights -
like lemmhigs on the march, they beat theh mindless 
way to the sea. To bifest aU avaUable dweUmgs for four 
days and then to worm theh w^iy sun bumt way back 
to the metropolis. Durhig this stay, sonie of the above, 
in fact many ofthe above, were in fact seen to cast their 
wasted pink bods mto the ocean for theh annual clean-
sing and replenishment of soul. 
As tiaumaticaUy devastathig as I found this, worse was 
to come, to my great horror. Some ofthe above masses 
have supported their bods upon surfboards and I saw them 
chasing unfortunate waves around around the surface of 
the ocean. 
Why! 1 cried, Oh Lord Why?? My waves! They're des-
poiling them. The bloody shits! 
Why uideed? Why do people surf? The above had 
shocked me bito tiie reaUzation tiiat unfortunately otiiers 
besides me enjoyed surfuig or enjoyed appearing to: Un-
mistakably, 1 was not alone in my love of tiie ocean's 
power. From tiie bottomless ph of despair I pondered on 
this phenomena. Why do surfers exist and what is it Uiat 
motivates Uiem? 
Is there a common motivation? Nay, surely not. I 
Uiought, as I remembered tiie speckled variety and mot-
ley assortinetit of human beings tiiat has passed by my 
eyes hi preceding days claimhig some attachment or al-
legiance to asurfboard. Sure Uiey all looked alike in that 
aU had skin afflicted to sorne degree by the barbequeing 
abiUty of the sun, and all had longish to long, matted 
bleached or somewhat bleached hair and that all showed 
remarkable ability to follow some rigid code in decorat-
ing tiieir limbs in glad rags or similar shapes and hues. For 
one wild moment, 1 thought I had it, it was all a plot, a 
fucking wicked ingenious plot. Somebody was mass pro-
ducing uniform surfies and sendhig tiiem to haunt me and 
drive me mad. But I rejected that after serious thought be-
cause they all looked lUce me and therefore surely would 
not be capable of such evil. 
Upon further investigation I found that this uniform-
ity was only superficial, when you proded them tiiey ac-
ted differentiy. There were real people under the facade 
of conformity. There were all kinds covering the spect-
rum of human existence from tiie pure hog forms to 
the extremely spaced out freedom seekers. Included were 
juice freaks, old women bashers, dog molesters, dope 
freaks, dopes, motiier-fuckers, ^ue sniffers, mgger bug-
gers, heavies, freedo children and even stranger novelties 
of Ufe such as Uni students (we're hip). Surely no com-
mon motivation could persuade such a coUection to go 
down to the sea in board shorts (apologies to Winston 
ChurchUl, I tiunk). 
Then Uke a god-sent thunder bolt hurled at a dissident 
blasphemous believer, it suddenly hit me; it was the hnage, 
it was aU a goddam front, a'farce. Some smuckhad created 
tiie hnage of tiie golden boy or ghl (we'U have no sexism 
in this haUowed journal) of surfing and unposed it on soc-
iety and an estimated 350,000 had been sucked hito belie-
ving it - "That me!" they had sliouted and flocked to 
Frank Adler's Red Hot Surfie Centre and flung their tat-
tered hard earned foldhig matter at Frank's pot gutted pre-
sence and then clawed tiieh frantic way over tiie faUen 
bodies of the less atiiletic to snatch tiieir own personal 
"uistamaUc surfie kit" complete wiUi Peter Drouyn's 
"Superlative Surfing - An Autobiography" and Wom-
per Stevens "The Art of Poofter Bashmg for Beginners" 
(apologies to PhU larratt). 
Pleased by the earth sliattering brUUance of my hitel-
lectual endeavour, I gloatingly retired to tiie top ofa 
sand dune to bask in glory. Hardly had I lowered my 
pompous arse onto the sand when I was devastated by 
the reaUzation "What about me? What about my friends? 
Were we sucked in too?" 
"Was surfing just a facade", 1 mused for endless hours. 
Surely it was more tiian tiiat. Because after all, my friends 
and I couldn't have been had! 
As 1 pondered, the sun achieved its zenith, and encour-
aged by the warmtii of hs rays a Ught off shore wind 
spmng up to toy with the ocean enhancing its emerald 
hues. A dolphin lazily broke the surface tissue of the wat-
er arching its back to revel in tiie glory of the day. Behind 
U the sea bulged as a deep sea sweU, driven by distant for-
ces roUed onward to tiie shore. The swell slowly peaked 
as the sea bed conspired with the ocean to defy gravity 
and to push this messenger of the deep higher and high-
er. The waU of water chumed relentiessly to the shore, 
its face growmg concave as it prepared to unlease Us pow-
er. Then tiie Up of the wave faltered. momentarily and 
then threw out and over, the water crystals surging 
around in an explosive celebration of power and the 
beauty of nature. 
"That's U!" 1 screamed. "It's there! It's really real!" Be-
cause there was the potential joy of a glorious union with 
man's natural envhonment. There was the chance to har-
ness, to share and to blend. 
THAT'S IT!!! D Mick Draper 
fl!>F>IOI\IEEIY all this and more 
NOW AT THE UNION CALCULATOR SHOP 
HI FI AT THE LOWEST PRICES 
<4Aw « vary, sticcetsful 12 months on tha 
Austrattn market the Plonter Prelude 4000 
quadraphonic system has bswt r&styM to 
tecome tfte 4000A rystam — without any 
chengt In piicel Tfm AM/FM rtc^vw 
provides true decoding for HM and SQ dises 
and daffvara a total of38W IHF to ^ four 
hudsp6akar8:2-way systams for (Ae front, 
alnghfu§-rangaui^ft»titaraar. Thatum-
tath usts bait driva. whh mitorhatk cutout 
andratum. Aspadalann design mMmlsas 
tndAig error and pannlts accmta setting 
of tha tracking walf^t 
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8AN8Ut VALUPAK MK. I. 
This IndudM:— 
THK MNtUI AU-ISI tTIflEO AMPUnCR. 
• Toll] output — 30 wtttt RMS. 
• fmsfimif ntt>onm — 20-«0,000 Hz. 
• 2 OB. • S«ulllvlty — 3 mV. 
THI MNtUI M41> TUnNTABLE/MUND 
•ounce. • D«ll drlw. • 12- plttttr. 
• Ufa* tynettraMut mot&r lor ibwKit* 
•Pitd lUIXIIly. • Autsmdtc ratum. 
• Practtloq Sifltul ton* imt. • Wid* 
unfit Siroiil IfldiKM) magntt etmidg* — 
20.20.000 HX. • TMk bm, Kryllc covtr. 
A MATCHEO PAM OF BANtUri tHSPmiO 
MOOEL AA400W SPEAKU SYtTEin. 
W» MKv« tlw wonl "bupifwr dsKribat 
Smiuri tttttt tpMktr lyttim tdmlnbly. 
K't I ^wty tytUm with • 20 cm b«u 
tpuktr iftd • O.S cm HF npreducir. SJzt 
or UM bnullhittjr vtnMrad McJotur* li 
22H* X i r x tOXi'. (Uns« b 3S-20.00g Hi. 
•nd powtr tundUng upacHy |i 40 wttM 
pttk. Thli iww Sinivl ipttMr lyttini will 
Iwidl* DM output! ol IRMH,' modkim ind 
liis* unpllllcn wHt) ilmoit uimMawrabl* 
dittwtlofl. Th* AA100W ll iMth*r Suuul 
d*tlfin bnikMhroughl 
SANSUI MK. 11 VALUPAK. 
Tb* turHttUf aid ipc^iaf lyttaiM tr* 
UnMal wWi th* Vthiptk Mk. I. HoMVtr, 
iMttad el tM AU-tOI •)««) mplMtr, 
Sintul lltelud*t^ — 
THE HIOHLV SEKimVE MODEL 441 
AM/FM eTEXeO DECCIVEA. 
TNi iN n^tw tittto luntr/implllltr Irom 
Stnnif u l i n«w iltndtrdt tor MitctlvltY 
Uld MfuHivlty. It'i dtilfiiMd lo nctiv* 
Auitnllt'i ntw FM lrtnimlul«ii( In tl»MO, 
t l will I t III th* AuilrtUin broidcut AM 
•titlani. Powtr output ol tht powtr 
Mnplintr ll 22 wUti RMS, tnd Iraqutncy 
ntpontt It 25-30,000 Mt +t, -3 dB. Tht 
441 liihtrtf Stntul't CBM modultr 
Gonitnictlon — which parmHi th* UM ol 
hlflh-d*n>tly lnl*grit»d circulti tnd o(h«r 
Stmul titctronic idvincti In circuit dttlfin. 
Rtcommmdtd rtttil prict ol Iht StntuI 
Vttuptk Mk. It I* (7B2. 
Wt'vt glvtn you t brttl oulNnt on Stmui't 
Vihpikt Mk. I tnd Mk, II. You etn httr 
Iht ittnHng dlfltrtne* Stmul qutlHy mtkM 
whtn you lltltfl to th*M Simui unlti tt 
your nttitti tpvcliHtt hl-D itort. 
SONY 
SANSUI MODEL 441. 
Power output: 11 watts RMS per 
channal Into 8 o/ims. Frequency 
response 25 - XjOOO Hz. -|-1, 
—3 dB, AM/FM stereo tunsn. 
• • i cassettes and tapes 
Rainbow Retail 
C60 1.99 
C90 2.99 
€120 3.99 
Jamproof 
C60 2.50 
C90 3.50 
C120 4.50 
Chromium Dioxide 
C60 3.50 
<:90 5.00. 
C120 6.50 
Union 
1.55 
2.30 
2.95 
1.90 
2,50 
3.30 
2.50 
3.40 
4.55 
This week the Union Calculator Shop makes available for the 
first time a wide range of some of the world's best known 
sound equipment: all available at the lowest prices in Brisbane. 
We're happy to quote prices of items not on display: if it isn't 
in stock, we'll order your requirements for you on the spot. 
Just another little special for you from the shop that puts 
sendee first. 
SONY Colour TV 
Available in May. Orders now being accepted. 
Sony 18" colour TV sets 
(We've undercut all the discount dealers) 
UNION PRICE $585 
A limited number is available. 
The price INCLUDES a service contract 
AKAI 
The very real sound experience 
KENWOOD 
An AKAI Cassette deck and an AKAI reel to reel deck 
with both way transfer. All for the price of one. It's all AKAI. 
Four track two channel stereo on both cassette and reel 
toreeL 
GX (glass and crystal ferrite) heads on the cassette unit. 
Uiuque focused field delivers smooth and undistorted recordine 
nght through the frequency range. Frequency response is 
outstandmg, on reel to rcel-30 Hz to 22,000 Hz; on eassette-
40 Hz to 15,000 Hz. Signal to noise ratio is better than 50 dB 
All this, plus the AKAI complete protection plan 
(12 months warranty, 12 months free insurance and a lifetime 
guarantee on the GX heads). Hear it now. 
UNION CALCULATOR SHOP 
OPEN-
MONDAY - THURSDAY 9 AM • 7 PM 
FRIDAY 9 AM-5 PM 
TELEPHONE 711611 
Hewlett-Packard introduces 
a smaUer uncompromising 
calculator: the HP-ZlSdentific 
6.8 cm X 13 cm. 
c o s TA! 
x : v R+' e^' STO RCL 
irUrZ^^ t ' CitS EEX" CLX 
The price is smaller too. 
Our new HP-21 carries forward 
an HP tradition of high quality, 
design and construction. Here are 
the details. 
More power than our HP-35 at 
two-thirds the price. The HP-21 
performs all log and trig functions, 
the latter in radians or degrees. It's 
our only calculator short of the 
HP-45 that lets you: 
• convert polar to rectangular 
coordinates, and back again; 
• do full register arithmetic/ 
• calculate a common antilog with 
a single keystroke. 
The HP-21 also performs all 
basic data manipulations and exe-
cutes all pre-programmed func-
. tions in a second or less. 
Full display formatting. The dis-
play key (DSP) lets you choose 
between fixed decimal and scien-
tific notation and lets you control 
the number of places displayed. 
If a number's too large or small 
for fixed decimal display the HP-
21 switches automatically to scien-
tific notation with a dynamic range 
of 10^ 9 to 10-99. If you give it an 
impossible instruction, its Display 
spells E-r-r-o-r. 
RPN logic system. Here's what 
this unique logic system means 
for you: 
• you can evaluate any expression 
without copying parentheses, 
worrying about hierarchies or 
re-structuring beforehand; 
• you can solve all problems one 
way—the way you first learned 
in beginning algebra; 
• you see all intermediate answers; 
• you can easily backtrack if you 
err; 
• you can re-use numbers without 
re-entering them. 
HP quality craftsmanship. One 
reason Nobel Prize winners, astro-
nauts, conquerors of Everest and 
over 700,000 other professionals 
own HP calculators. 
Challejige our new HP-21 with 
your problems. 
Enquire at the Union Calculator Shop 
Union Shopping Arcade 
HEWLETT ihp: PACKARD 
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries. 
3 0 M O 
2 0 s«np«r fiorut 
A UNI QUE THEATRE COMPANY INDUCTION 
Really, it all began in 1971. My first year at Univer-
sity Arts, it was orientation week and Barry Humphries 
was the star attraction. For at least two hours he held an 
overflowing Schonell Theatre in the palm of his hand. 
An object lesson in what theatre is all about! A virtu-
oso display of improvised humour, monologue, sketch, 
style and a breathtaking grasp and command of his loud, 
receptive audience. Humphries took all the risks. The big-
gest being his: now-you-can-ask-me-questions risk. But he 
was a lone raver. The audience could only ask where-did-
you-get-your-sox type questions. Boring. And he was dis-
appointed . So this is a university? 
The big thing, the unspoken thing, the game everyone 
was in on, was would he say the magic word or not? And 
if so, how? Well, this giri from Avis Rentacar arrived and 
Humphries beckoned her on stage. - Another risk. After 
some coaxing, she joined him. But she could not cope 
with this side of show-biz and stomped off when she felt 
things were getting a little too personal. 
Then it happened. Now you've gone and done it, Hum-
phries blamed his audience, you've fucked the car! How 
he travelled back to his city hotel after the show is any-
one's guess. Probably hitched. 
In 1971, as a first year student, I became inextricably 
involved with a totally new social phenomenon. Hitch-
ing. It took a hell ofa lot of guts to stick out the old 
thumb those first half dozen times. But it's all a matter 
of confidence. And it got to be quite a buzz, hitching. 
And 1971 was the big year of the Schonell. Cost 
$800,000 or something operatic. And was, still is, a bril-
liant proscenium theatre. In 1971, Uni-Que was formed 
replacing Dramsoc, probably only in name, as the Univer-
sity's Drama Group. 
The Hostage was the most brilliant thing Pd ever seen. 
I could not believe it. This show contained such a zest 
and so much energy, it knocked you right over. It just ex-
ploded. And again I saw the Schonell as a live, stimulating 
place. 
Then 1 saw Toad of Toadhall which was stunning. TTie 
scaffolding set of Hie Hostage had given way here to lux-
urious back and skle panels, reconstructing mansions, din-
ing halls, forest glades, country waysides. The whole show 
was magic. To an outsider, it looked as if all the most ex-
citing things in theatre were happening with UniQue in 
the Schonell. 
The Trial of the Catonsville Nine was the first show 
to be staged in the Cement Box, which was the rehearsal 
room underneath the Schonell stage. Since then, the Ce-
ment Box, has become UniQue's home. 
In many ways the Schonell is a huge white elephant. 
Exorbitant rip-off rental requued for student use. Unsuit-
able for many plays, especisJiy recent ones. Harder for 
student groups to break even. Still, even as a cinema, it's 
quite beautiful. Only one UniQue production - Volpone, 
has been staged upstairs in the Schonell in the last four 
years. The Schonell is a brilliant stage for an actor to work 
on. Very challenging. 
The Cement Box has a few problems too. Very hot in 
summer. Cold in winter. But beautiful in spring and aut-
umn. Too easily accessible. The Viet-Cong could be invad-
ing St Lucia not Saigon some nights, the noise from traf-
fic just outside the door is so loud. A production in the 
Cement Box means you've got to build your whole thea-
tre not just the set, because you've got to seat your aud-
ience somewhere, and in the Cement Box there are no aud-
itorium seats. 
But the big thing it has going for it is its versatility. 
You can paint and dress-up the old bitch however you 
want to. She'll love it. 1 saw it decorated for a mad mid-
night party once. It was straight from Satyricon or the 
Magic Theatre in Steppenwolf. Much lighting effects, high 
altar, huge penis jutting from wall, curtabis, beds, mirr-
ors, you entered through a tunnel and found yourself in 
a crazy, wonderful worid. 
UniQue started to become a happening place rather 
than a serious business place. The big concern was with 
bringing out of themselves - it invariably worked — with 
getting to know people better. With partying on and soc-
ialising. Smoking. Mushrooms. Raving. Orgying. Fucking. 
Playing. Acting. It was all happening. 
Precious Moments from the Family Album brough ev-
eryone out to the Cement Box. They wanted to see the 
drag queens. But by the time Tuids in Hell arrived, the 
whole camp-thing-head-thing was changing again. And 
UniQue was again starting to work her tits off. 
A very sad Romeril play I Don't Know who to feel 
Sorry For played in the foyer of the Cement Box; from 
Schonell stage to Rehearsal Room to Rehearsal ante-room. 
What next? The streets? UniQue had been in street theatre 
since 1971 - Then in orientation week in a tent down on 
the oval. A hoot. 
This year Kaspar was a very good, professional stan-
dard production. Alice in Wonderiani (in rehearsal as I 
write) will be too. Third term's productions are a Uttle 
h u ^ hush at the moment, but it wo^d be wonderful to 
get up into the Schonell again. 
UniQue is good for you. It stimulates, entertains, nev-
er bores, teaches, demonstrates, shows, points, enervates, 
and changes you. It is the best thing in the worid. All the 
frustrations seem to come from hassles with the Students 
Union, but that may now be a thing of the past. 
. Best of all, I remember the uiuformly brilliant cast of 
The Hostage, the total theatre experience of an orientat-
ion week production of Marat-Sade, Things as Ihey are 
by a mad Italian Communist, Dario Fo, the lunchtime 
plays especially The Zoo Story by Edward Albee, which 
are the only interesting things happening on campus dur-
ing the day nowadays, all those wonderful parties, all 
those wonderful, wonderful people who come and go and 
drift out and in, bringing, sharing their raves and their tal-
ents and their ideas, and never ceasing to marvel at how a 
little old thing like UniQue can'cause so many wonderful 
blossoming tmasformations. It is still the place where the 
most interesting theatre happens. D 
Jeff Hardy 
ALICE'S CURIOUS ADVENTURES 
IN WONDERLAND 
To try to Interpret Lewis Carroll's 'Allea 
In Wonderland' In a way that will satisfy every-
body's own private reading of It is to attempt 
the Impossible. To try to stage a theatrical pro-
duction of 'Alice' In a way that will satisfy ev-
erybody Is also an almost self<(ef«atlng chall-
enge — but It is not Impossible] And Unl-Que 
theatre Is about to provfe it In the Cement Box 
from April 16 to May 3 (Wednesday to.Satur-
day each week). 
After an exhilarating start to the year with 
Arthur Frame's production of Peter iHandke's, 
'kaspar', Uni-Que has thrown Itself vigorous-
ly Into an extravagant, mind-blowing presen-
tation of one pf the most wonderful, funny, 
sad, warm, lovable stories ever written. 'Alice 
in Wonderland' reminds everybody that she/ne 
is still a child, still capable of Ignoring the im-
pervious logic thrust upon her/him by an ov-
ergrown adult world, still capable of big-eyed 
wonder, of simple laughter. 
Accordingly, Unl-Que Is presenting 'Alice' 
(or adults — to remind them of those things 
tha eye does not normally see, things the he-
art does not normally dare listen to. All the 
old bodies of Uni-Que have come together 
for this production, fleshed with young fresh 
talent, flushed with the excitement of Won-
derland. Sue Biggs re-creates Carroll's Alice 
as a wide-eyed, lovable little girl, wandering 
in a worid she does not Initially understand, 
attempting to come to terms with characters 
who operate'according to their own personal 
logic, who deny what Is obvious, and procla-
im what is hardly believable. 
The production is directed by Greg McCart 
who, last year, was Literary Director for 
Pioneers, presented for the Queensland Festi-
val of the Arts by-the Performance Research 
Centre tn Coronation House, He has adapted 
the script from Lewis Carroll In a way that 
has allowed the performers to recreate in their 
own terms the memoratMe characters encoun-
tered by Alice: the White Rabbit, the Ches-
hire Cat, the Caterpillar, the weird Pigeon trio, 
that oddest of royal couples, the King and 
Queen, the Duchess, the Mock Turtle and tha 
Gryphon, tho Mad Hatter, the March Hare, 
andthe Dormouse. And from Looking Glass 
House, the unbelievable duo. Tweedledum 
and Tweedledee, and the pompous Humpty 
Dumpty, Join the others to create a theatri-
cal event, the like of which has never before 
been witnessed by Brisbane audiences. 
Song and dance, games. Improvisation, 
gymnastics, and an extravagant array of 
original costumes make this production a 
real coup de theatre. Everybody who wit-
nesses this spectacle will be able to identi-
fy in her/his own way with Alice as she 
goes through her Initiation into Wonderland. 
.She leaves a world of order and logic and falls 
into one In which that order and logic are con-
stantly and In the most delightful ways confo-
unded until she too is able to Join in the gam-
es, to create her own logk;, and fInaUY to be-
come Queen of Wonderland. U 
Everyone is welcome to UniQue. 
If you're vaguely interested leave your name in 
the UniQue Post Box at the Union or phone Jeff 
Hardy at 78 7032 . 
THE TURN 
OF THE SHREW 
William Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew per-
formed by the Queensland Theatre Company in the 
S.G.LO. Theatre, April 2nd to 26th. Directed by Alan 
Edwards, starring Diane Cilento as Katherine and Robin 
Ramsay as Petruchio. 
William Shakespeare would be proud of me - 1 have 
seen the work as a cinema piece, a television production 
and a stage play, but I have not yet read it. This is to 
both my advantage and Shakespeare's, since the best way 
to kill a play is to read it, as a piece of literature and not 
to treat it as something intended for the theatre. 
That Shakespeare was a genius need not preclude us 
from saying that The Taming of the Shrew is a clumsily 
constructed theatre piece. True, it is funny and it does 
have plenty of characters, but this abundance of roles is 
ils chief fault - most of them enter at once, so robbing 
both Katherine and Petruchio of striking entrances, such 
as the film version was able to do, by judicious editing. 
Cilento tries lo make her entrance more dramatic by per-
forming fire-breathing tricks when she enters as a trawl-
ling player, but unfortunately this is the only fire in her 
whole performance. She is never sufficiently shrewish be-
fore her taming, and never sufficiently lively afterwards. 
Admittedly the part is difficult, 1 don't remember who 
did the ABC TV version a couple of years ago, but Kath-
erine there seemed a great deal more fiery than Cilento. 
As for the acting in the Burton-Zeffirelli fihn production, 
with Taylor and Burton as leads - what can one say? 
Those who saw it at the Schonell (March 17 - 21) can 
swear for Shakespeare's suitability to screen treatment. 
He demands the close-up and the on location shot. 
What then of Petruchio? Although Robin Ramsay did 
not do neariy as convincing a job as Burton did in the 
fihn his performance was in the whole credible and cap-
able. Though he was more pleasant than other Petruchios 
this pleasantness seemed uncharacteristic ofthe role, and 
hence a deficiency in his portrayal. He seemed however 
to feel at case in his role, and consequently to get from it 
what he could. 
John'Norman as Lucentio and Robert Davis as Horten-
sio gave capable performances in the demanding roles of 
foils to P&truchio's quaUties. Ken Kennett as the buffoon 
Grumio and Peter Kowitz as the overinOated tailor gave 
excellent performances - excellent no doubt because they 
were playing types and not individual characters. Billie 
Brown gave a characteristically hilarious interpretation of, 
and extrapolation from, the role of Tranio. Meanwhile Bill 
Phillips played with verve, consistency and charm the difll-
cult minor part of Biondello, illustrating best ofall the 
cast, the well-directed movements ofthe play. All steps 
are both as necessary and so precise as to suggest a choreo-
graphed dance. 
Lighting was unobtrusively complementary to move-
ment and costuming in setting the mood ofthe play. Cos-
tumes were all very good, both complementary to the ro-
les and complimentary to the cast, but never too lavish 
for the lightness ofthe production which had to carry 
them. The set is both stunning and functional - a master-
piece of theatre design in that every single piece is neces-
sary to the action of the play, and the whole is well-inter-
grated and pleasing. 
Ixi fact, QTC seems to have done everything right in 
the play's areas of secondary importance. 1 stated jirevious-
ly that Shakespeare was an excellent screen writer. The 
film version was the best, not finding it necessary to "up-
date" the events as the TV version did, to make them force-
ful and modern. All that was required to give Petruchio; and 
Katherine forceful entrances and decisive exits was alit-
tie careful editing ofthe text, to suit it more for film use. 
Had QTC managed to deal as well with the central aspects 
ofthe play as well as they have done with the peripheral 
areas, they might in fact have had a better production than 
the film. The minor characters, all 'l^ ypes" appeared flaw-
less because they were well acted. The major characters, 
because they were more complex, but not acted much bet-
ter than the minor characters, appeared by comparison, 
trifling. Cilento was not sufficiently able to carry off her 
part. 
To conclude, we might say that editing and character-
ization are the crucial factors in makmg any production 
ofthis play a great one, or merely a mediocre to good 
one. The fibn's production was great because it managed 
these two factors. The QTC production is mediocre, or 
perhaps slightly better than that. 
Though we begin with a script, words alone do not 
make a play. QTC have realized this, and have according-
ly provided everything else necessary for the production 
of a good play and sufficient to please even the most fast-
idious writer-director. They have however, given too great 
a value to the words themselves, and accordingly failed 
to edit properly and failed to allow their lead characters 
to have much of their lead players in them (a la Burton 
and Taylor). This has paradoxically given them a produc-
tion wit, while having its high points, is on the whole 
patchy and disappoiiiting. D 
Ross Clark 
wine 
THE GRAPE AND YOU 
Basically, wine is fermented grape juice. This produc-
es still wine {red or white table wine). If re-fermented, 
the wine effervesces (sparkling wine). Fortified wines • 
are produced by adding brandy (dessert wines). 
RED TABLE WINE 
Generally known as claret and burgundy (but more 
specifically named after the variety of grape - cabernet 
sauvignon, hermitage, shiraz, etc.) Claret is usually a lit-
tle "diyer" (astringent) than burgundy. 
Red wine should be served at room temperature (or 
slightly cooled in summer). 
Good quality red wines improve with age but many 
of the cheap lines (especially bulk wine) are designed 
for immediate consumption. 
At first try red wine may seem a little harsh, but once 
a taste is acquired, you will find how well red wine goes 
with a good meal. Traditionally red wine goes with red 
meats, but you will find them compatible with most foods 
especially heavier, hot meals. 
WHITE TABLE WINE 
Most white table wines are fairly light, and all should 
be served chilled. 
The main varieties of dry whites are hock, reisling, 
white burgundy, and chablis (in descending order of dry-
ness). 
TTie sweeter whites are moselle and sauterne, v«th sau-
terne being heavier and sweeter. 
TraditionaUy white wines go with white meats, but 
once apin you will find they go with all food, though 
they are most compatible with salads, seafoods, and sum-
mer meals. Great to drink at parties. 
BULK BUYING 
Bulk table wines can be purchased in % gallon flagons, 
1 gallon casks, or 2 gallon nunimum lots from wine mer-
chants. These wines are usually of reasonable quality (es-
pecially wine casks) but some are dreadful. They are not 
designed to be kept for any length of time and will spoil 
within a couple of days of being opened (another advan-
tage of the sealed wine cask. 
SPARKLING WINE 
These wines are light and sweet, usually drunk with 
meals. 
Champagne is the best known white, used for toasts 
and snob value. 
Red sparkling wines are Rose (usually very light) and 
Sparkling Burgundy. 
Fermented sparkling wines are not. to be confused 
with carbonated cheap bubbly, which closely resembles 
lemonade with added ethyl alcohol, 
DESSERT WINES 
These are sweet, heavy wines fortified with brandy. 
They include sherry (usually drunk before a meal or 
with savouries), and Port, Frontignac, Muscat etc. (usu-
ally drunk after a meal). 
GENERAL 
The main thing to remember is to follow your own 
taste preference, and your budget. There are many good 
but inexpensive wines around. Don't give snob value to-
wine, and don't worry about wine rules or pretentious 
special knowledge - enjoyment is the only rule. 
Store all wine bottles on their side (to keep the cork 
moist and sealed), and try not to shake them up. Use an; 
left over wine in cooking — it does wonders to a casser-
ole. 
Normal bottled wines cost from $1 - $3, flagons 
$2 - $3, and wine casks $4 - $7. D 
John Stanwell 
Entree: Basically light and piquant to stimu-
late the appetite (Prawns, salad with sauces, etc.) 
Plat Principal 
(Plat du Jour): Meat (or fish) with special sauces to 
suit type of meat. The waiter will serve you with vege-
tables of your choice. 
Fromage: A platter of different types of cheeses 
is offered by the waiter and you choose the cheese or the 
cheeses you prefer. Eaten witli bread. 
The art of French Cuisine depends on so many things, 
and each seemingly small action or item has a purpose. To 
appreciate the flavour of each food, preparation, preserva-
tion, smell, temperature, colour taste and touch are each 
as important as the way you eat it, the time and order tak-
en, the wine and liquers chosen, company, atmosphere, 
dress - one could go on forever D 
Guy Coppens de Northland 
Desert: 
Coffee 
Cakes, ice cream, fruit salad, fruit etc. 
A LA FRANCAISE 
Since "La Creperie" began last year, many people have 
sought advice and information on the finer points of 
French Etiquette. And so m reply we present the first of 
a series of "How to eat A La Francaise", 
Let us take a look at a traditional French menu. 
Apertif: This usually consists of a variety of 
drinks designed to serve two functions: to relax people, 
promote conversation and to stimulate the appetite. (It 
also allows the chef time for preparation of ensuing cou-
rces.) 
Pousse Cafe: liqueurs 
Sauces'.'. Cooked with different wines to enhance 
the various flavours of the particular type of meat. Tiuou-
ghout the meal it is preferable to choose dishes with sau-
ces prepared from different wines e.g, red or wliite - in 
order to produce a contrast in tastes from course to cou-
rse. 
Wines: The choice of wine depends on the cou-
rse. It is to accompany and here, the contrast between the 
wine of the sauce and the drinking wine should again be 
considered. 
The quality of wine as you know, varies from year to 
year dependmg on seasons and it is desirable that you 
should be informed of "good" or "bad" years, as age is 
not necessarily important. What is important, however is 
the length of time the wine matured in the cask, not how 
long it has been bottled. 
E.G. A cognac which has been matured in cask for ten 
years (1935-1945) then bottled for thirty years will be 
younger than if matured in the cask till 1955 and bottled 
for twenty years. 
12-2pm 
4 - 6pni Mon - Fri 
books 
AN AUSTRALIAN EXPERIENCE, 
Words from the Vietnam Years 
ALLAN ASHBOLT, 1974. 
Australasian Book Society Ltd, 
Sydney. 
There is little point in my reviewing this book without 
giving a glimpse of Ashbolt's writing. In 1970, after parti-
cipating in the Vietnam moratorium march in Sydney, he 
wrote "I speak now as one of those anti-war protestors des-
ignated by the Premier as "scruffy" - though I stand wil-
ling, at any time, to engage Mr Askin in open competit-
ion on matters of dress, hy^ene, pronunciation, syntax,. 
vocabulaty and table manners. I hopfloo that I have gen-
eraUy behaved with a reasonable sense of moral and social 
responsibility in my various capacities as writer, lecturer, 
foreign correspondent, broadcasting executive, industrial 
advocate, parent and citizen." 
"It was, therefore a disturbing experience last Friday 
afternoon to be pushed, shoved, abused and insulted by 
Mr Askin's police .... If the govemment strategy and pol-
ice tactics used against Friday's demonstration accurately 
represent the prevailing concept of • "law and order", I 
want no part of such hypocrisy. If this cynical masquer-
ade, carried out with an all too real savagery and sadism, 
genuinely reflects the views of my fellow citizens on how 
democratic freedoms should be maintained, then I feel 
bound to say that, after a family histoty going back some 
I SO years hi this country, I no longer want to be an Aus-
tralian." 
So wrote Ashbolt in 1970 and today, five years later, 
the issue is still Vietnam. Who profits and who suffers from 
war makmg? 
Vietnam has caused untold suffering and yet, in Ash-
bolt's words: 
77ie war in Indo-Oilna has been an enormous and pro-
fitable business enterprise for American monopoly capi-
talism The production of armaments is virtually built 
Into the production of consumer gpods Eventually 
the sheer mechanics ofthe profit motive will extract a 
price in unemployment and general social deprivation 
(for example, the collapse of public health, transport, 
housing and educational purposes), because the weapon-
manufacturing, war-contracting cartels will put their own 
prosperity ahead of the common welfare, 
Ashbolt's book is a treasure chest of words, grouped 
on the state of the nation, followed by words on war 
and violence and including a critical look at the mass me-
dia. After reading An Australian Experience the foUow-
ing words still echo in my mind 
War making is organised violence, rationalised as an 
extension of diplomacy and sanctified as a manifestat-
ion of righteousness. 
This book is a best-seller and the profit is in the read-
ing. D 
Heather Williams 
aamper floreat 
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T O O W O N G M U S I C 
C E N T R E 
51 Sherwood Road :: Toowong 
(Opposite A.N.Z. Bank) 
Phone: 70 9935 
Quality Fleconditioned Pianos, New Yamaha 
Pianos, All Instruments Guaranteed, 
Student Guitars, Ukeieles, Meiody Balis, 
Meiodicas, Chord Organs, Harmonicas, 
Jaws Harps, Etc. 
Good selection of Full Price and Budget 
Records, Cassettes, Cartridges. 
FULLY AIR CONDiTIONED 
< 
> 
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MUSICA VIVA 
The 197S Musica Viva series started with the King's 
Singers in Mayne Hall. It was about two years since 
Brisbane had seen them laist, and no one had forgotten. 
Extra seats had to be brought in. 
The King's Singers have, of course, an unbeatable musi-
cal background - that of church music as choral scholars 
at King's College, Cambridge. And it goes without saying 
that their performance of medieval and Renaissance 
works was unimpeacable. 
Perhaps the most popular event of the night was a sele-
ction from the lighter side of their repertoire, vrfiich has 
made them even more renowned following appearances on 
the Nana Mouskouri show. The group is undeniably equ-
ally at home with the jazz idiom as it is with the classical. 
Most interesting, to my mind was the performance of 
two works commissioned for the King's Singers, both of 
which were noteworthy not only for their ingenuity of 
composition, but also for the degree of virtuosity which 
was required for their performance. The first was a set-
ting of the second part of VirgU's eighth Eclogue by 
Krzyst of Penderecki which required a range of vocal 
gynmastics from singing throu^ the teeth to deep breath' 
ing. It was a work relying purely on sound imagery and 
was, with the help ofthe vocalists, very successful. 
The other work was Malcolm Williamson's Musicians 
of Bremer wliich was written in a somewhat lighter vein 
- to quote the composer, "a work more in the spirit of 
an advertisement". Despite what might be considered an 
overuse of repetition, the work nevertheless displayed 
the versatility of this Australian composer. 
The Musica Viva series this year is well worth attend-
ing. Students receive an extraordinarily generous conces-
sion and the whole series is being held in Mayne Hall 
which is very convenient. 
The remaining six concerts and the proposed program-
mes are listed for you - mark them in your diaiy! D 
^•R. Boughen 
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Saturday 
April 19 
Monday 
June 16 
Friday 
July 25 
Tuesday 
Septemtier 16 
Friday 
Octokier 3 
Priday 
OctotKr 24 . 
CONCENTUS MUSICUS VIENNA 
J.S. BACH 
PERGOLESi 
HANDEL 
RAIVIEAU 
KODALY QUARTET 
IVIOZAhT 
BARTOK 
RAVEL 
Overture No, 1 in C major, BWV 1066 
Concertino for Strings in F minor 
Oboe Concerto in G minor 
Suite 
Quartet in B flat major, K. 458 
Quartet No. 3 
Quartet in F major 
OUARTETTO BEETHOVEN 01 ROMA 
MOZART 
Bruno BETTINELLI 
BRAHMS 
SOLOISTS OF SYDNEY 
BRAHMS 
STRAVINSKY 
HINDEMITH 
GABRIEL! STRING QUARTET 
HAYDN 
SZYMANOWSKi 
BEETHOVEN . 
Piano Quartet In G minor, K,478 
Piano Quartet - Divertimento 
Piano Quartet in A major, Op, 26 
Trio in A minor, Op. 114 for Clarinet, 
Cello and Piano 
Suite from 'The Soldier's Tale" 
Quartet (1938) 
Quartet In D minor. Op, 76 No.2 
Quartet No, 2, Op. 56 
Quartet in F major, Op. 59 No.l 
WARSAW PHILHARMONIC CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
PERGOLESI 
J,S. BACH 
Michal SPISAK 
Witdd LUTOSLAWSKI 
MOZART 
First Concertino 
Concerto for Two Violins and Strings 
Andante and Allegro for Violin and Strings 
Preludes and Fugue 
Divertimento in D major, K. 136 
Big companies 
are hard to understand. 
Why not take a look at the facts 
about this one? 
Fact 1. We are not an American company. 
Surprisingly, we find that many Australians think we are. 
Fact 2. Neariy 80% of our share capital Is 
owned by The Rio Tinto-ZInc Corporation Limited of 
London. But with more than 80,000 shareholders In CRA 
and group companies in Australia, and more than 
20,000 Australian employees, we have developed a 
strong Australian identity. 
Facts3 to 300 are freely available to all interested 
Australians in a booklet which gives a comprehensive 
factual coverage of what we are and what we're about. 
We would be happy to send you one. 
PIMM MM M yew ttM boou«l 
-flclitti«JlCM.ItN" 1 
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S I M PoUcodi -
COMZWCMOTI 
99Coliira 
P3 
CRA 
NTOOfAUn 
S(rHI,M«<bct 
MUAUWTID 
auBi 
travel discounts 
mnamHonM JS^ 
isi-
20%-
ON ANSETT OR TAA 
OBTAIN YOUR AIRLINE CONCESSION CARD HERE 
ON GREYHOUND & PIONEER COACHES 
Book — 
(ABOVE DISCOUNTS APPLY FOR CURRENT FULL TIME STUDENTS UNDER 26) 
ALL YOUR DOMESTIC TRAVEL ON CAMPUS 
Y e a r R o u n d - ^^^^ ^ ^'^^ ^ ^ EUROPE, ASIA, U.S.A., ANY TIME 
(IN ADDITION TO SUMMER CHARTER PROGRAMME) 
t H n l i d A V — ^^^ -^^ ^ " 12 JULY - INCLUDES ALL TRANSPORT 
* * * ^ * * ^ * * jr ACCOMMODATION, DINNER & B'FASTS, SKI LIFTS & LESSONS 
Student Cruise — $313 ALL INCLUSIVE - SAVE $134.00 ON P&O ORIANA'S 15 DAY CRUISE IN DECEMBER 
Many More Ideas 
at 
^^%4 ^ ^ ^ I %^ W \ ^ I PHONE709486 
the saga of 
zawiOK 
V raynok, wizard. 
mv(i,i]B 
/^va.uriD^s^ 
Poms.... 
SMnptr floTMt 
INFO 
This is Ihring! 
This is the Union FestWal- to be held on Friday May 
23K1, 
There will be a huge market held in the Fomm Area 
complete with competitions, fence painting, streejt. 
theatre and poetry readings, folk shows and much more. 
The Festival wUl culminate in a dance in the refec 
with Raihroad Gin. 
Anyone wishing to participate in the Festival, by 
organizing a particular competition or activity- please 
contact me in the Actwities Oi(ice.u^ Uyms, 
Union Festival Convenor. 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
ACriVmES PRESENTS 
the incredible experience 
of 
WAYNE ROLAND 
BROWN 
appearing with over 20 
instruments at 
ROXYS 
with Mike Wilkins 
Geoff Burton 
Sacha Karma 
Friday 18 April. 
8 -1 A.M. Union Coffee 
shop. 
UNION FESTIVAL: 
POETRY REAmNG. 
In Union Festival Week and on the Friday 
of Expo Uni- thee will be a poetry re 
-adlng In the Relax Block, at a time 
to t>e arranged, convenient to the rea 
^rs. Anyone wanting to read their own 
poetry or someone elses, Is Invited to 
contact Ross Clark via Semper Floreat 
Office, 
Just leave a message with your name 
and phone number so I can contact 
you, and an Indication of how much 
poetry you would like to read. 
Anyone who will bo on campus 
that day Is welcome to join us In read-
ing or listening. 
Details later In Semper Floreat, v d 
on the notice Boards, 
Ross Clark 
for the Union Organizers 
RADIO WORKSHOPS 
4ZZ/Flt^ Is holding various workshops In tha 
next few weeks on aspects of radio. 
Pater Wear — interview technkiues 
Bill Rtner — programming 
Ross Dannecker — technical aspect 
Alan Knight — radio journalism 
tSeflnite times cannot lie arranged until we 
have an Idea of numbers. If you're interest-
ed In being Involved with the workshops, 
please leave your name at the activities of-
flco (1st floor. Union Building.). 
INFO 
Minstrel, multi Instrumentalist Wayne 
Roland Brown will be appearing at Roxys 
this Friday night, 18th April. The different 
Instruments he plays Include the German 
mandolin, Indian sitar, flamenco and clas-
sical guitar, banjo, fiute and balalaika. He 
has appeared in almost every country In 
the world and last year conducted very suc-
cessful tours of Australia and New Zealand, 
Heather Ross, 
Cultural Activities Director. 
DOINGS 
Fitness Fun —walk..Jog., run —just join 
the fun. 
A Community Fitness Programme —every 
Wednesday 1.15 from the Uni pool —every, 
one welcome. 
For Information ring 70,2010. 
Sports Association will be holding a Commun-
ity Fitness Run every Wednesday starting 26 
March, At first it will be a simple cross-coun-
try jog for a mile or so from the Pool area 
and around the lake back to the starting point. 
Thts won't be a competitive event and there 
are no prizes for anyone — all we're trying to 
do Is to instill a sense of fitness awareness In 
students and public alike. Everyone at their 
own pace. 
FOR SALE 
Waterbed Vi size. Complete with frame. 
Saalflced at $70 (or higherl). Phone 78 5344. 
Ask for Paul. 
GAY LIBERATION 
Next meeting — is going to be a Fund Rais-
ing Party to get to know each other to help 
us raise rent money for a Oay Liberation 
House. 
Date Friday 18 Aprii, 8 p.m. 
Where For info contact Bronwyn 
711611, (office hours) 
Also, we are marching In the Labour Day 
March, We need more marchers AND we 
are having a demo on the anniversary of 
Dr Duncan's murder — King George Square 
Sat. 10th May —10 p.m. 
MEETINGS 
Cannpus Camp, tlie University group 
for gays, meets every Monday night at 
8 pm at 365 Milton Road, Auchenflower. 
Ttiat's about three minutes' walk from the 
Auchenflower railway station. 
Come along and talk if you have a 
problem, or If you want to talk about 
gays, the problems that we have, or gay 
liberation. 
Any typing done. 
Theses, assignments etc. 
60c foolscap page of type. 
Contact Anne: Ph. 38 3625 
ALERT DRIVING SCHOOL 
Learn to drive correctly and safely, from fully trained instructors with vast 
driving background experience on Dual Controlled Late Model Cars. 
- ALERT will call for and return you to your address. 
- ALERT guarantees a full hour of instruction. 
r ALERT gives special rate to University Students, Nurses, Apprentices and 
\ \ ^ A t \ similar categories. 
- ALERT arranges test bookings and provides a free drivers licence to successful 
^ students. 
al^r*^ 
- ALERT provides instruction 7 days a week - all suburbs. 
Student (Proprietor; ROY BARTON) 12 ROMEA STREET! THE GAP 4061 
PHONE: 30 2416 ALL HOURS 
THrENVIRONMENTALIST by Richard Blundell 
WOMEN BY WOMEN 
A PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION 
For International Women's Year, a photographic exhi-
bition has been organized to accompany the Women's 
Fibn Festival. It will travel the State capitals in August 
and countiy towns in the following months. We hope it 
will give a large number ofwomen the opportunity to 
exhibit their work and provide encouragement for wom-
en to experiment wilh photography. 
WOMEN ONLY 
There are two sections. The first includes only photo-
graphs ofwomen by women; for example, women in their 
relationships with women; with their families, with men; 
women, the ideal versus the real; women as portrayed by 
advertising; women and ageing; women at work. "^  
Prints 10" x 12" or 12" x 15" or 16" x 20".unmoun-
ted. 
or 
Series of prints any size, unmounted or mounted on 
paper only. 
or 
Collages mounted on paper only, 
ANY SUBJECT 
The second section is free ranging. Small prhits (up to 
4" X 6") of any subject to be used in a frieze. Entries in 
both sections may be m monochrome or colour. 
MEETINGS 
Meetings to organize the exhibition are being held at 
Jj^ ?}^ omen's House, 18 Cairns Street, Red Hill, at 8 pjn. 
Friday nights. Help is needed. If you want to come to 
the meetings ring Nicky Page, 36 5556. 
Infonnation leaflets and entry forms may be obtained 
from Women by Women: Photo Exhibition 
46 Martha Street 
Camp Hill Q. 4152 
Entries close 30th June 1975. 
